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For the year ending June 30,2016

This year’s Town Report is dedicated to Milton R. Wright,
who has served Readfield in a number of ways over sever
al decades. Milt’s service includes both elected and volun
teer positions, where his leadership skills and extensive
parliamentary knowledge led his fellow board members to
select him as Chairperson. Such was the case when he par
ticipated on Readfield’s Planning Board, the Select Board
and the Trails Committee.
A lifelong outdoor enthusiast, Milt has hiked in Baxter
State Park and climbed Mt. Katahdin every year since the
age of 10, when he literally followed in his father’s foot
steps. Milt got involved with the Appalachian Mountain
Club, where he wound up serving as the President of the
Maine Chapter. Milt’s passion for the outdoors also resulted in him becoming one of the
founding members of the Readfield Trails Committee and its first Chairperson from 2007 un
til 2013. Along with a large group of dedicated and hard-working volunteers, Milt and the
Trails Committee constructed several miles of trails that have interconnected the Fairgrounds,
our downtown sidewalk and the Maranacook campus. What a marvelous enhancement these
are to our community.
Over the years, Milt has given advice or lent his ear to other Town leaders and, since he lives
just across the road from Gile Hall, some Town Managers. Always an affable host, Milt is
well known for his good conversation and refreshments.
Although no longer on the Trails Committee, he continues to volunteer as Trails Steward for
the Kennebec Land Trust’s Torsey Pond Nature Preserve. In fact, Milt was recently presented
with the Land Trust’s Steward of the Year Award. He also serves as a lay member of the
Grievance Commission affiliated with Maine’s Board of Overseers of the Bar. This Board ex
ists to govern the conduct of attorneys and ensure the highest ethics are held by those who
practice law. Closer to home, Milt is a member of the Readfield Union Meeting House Board
and serves as the current board secretary.
Just over 150 years ago, President Abraham Lincoln used this phrase in his Gettysburg Ad
dress:
“Government of the people, by the people, for the people shall not perish from the Earth.” As
long as people like Milton R. Wright stay involved, this will be true.
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Animal Control Officer
Anna Carll (207)622-6404 or
acarll@readfieldmaine.org
If it is an emergency and can’t reach Anna
please call the State Police at (207)624-7076.

2016 Animal Control Activities
Animal Neglect
Barking Dog
Court Summons Issued
Dog at Large
Kennel Inspection
Livestock Out
Lost Dog
Other services
Stray Cats
Wildlife Concerns
Unlicensed Dogs

= 2
=
1
= 0
= 24
=
1
=
22
=
5
=
7
=
12
=
10
=
1

Rabies Clinics are held at
the Town Office in October
and January. Dates of the
clinics will be post on the
Town’s website when set.

Dogs licensed for the following years:
As of 4/27/17

2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
683 593 501 538 538 582

Maine Statute
Title 7 §3922. Issuance of License
1. License; January 1st. Each owner or keeper of a dog at the age of 6
months or more, on or before January 1st of each year, shall obtain a license:
A. From the clerk of the municipality where the dog is kept;
2. License; after January 1st. The owner or keeper, within 10 days of
the conditions of paragraph A or B being met, shall obtain a license, if between
January 1st and October 15th of any year;
A. A dog reaches the age of 6 months or more; or
B. A person becomes the owner or keeper of a dog aged 6 months
or more.
Thanks for your cooperation in following State law by licensing your dog.
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Dear Readfield Taxpayers,
I am in my seventh year as Readfield’s assessor’s agent. Our State reviews
are still positive as far as our quality ratings. Quality rating means our con
sistency from one property to the next in regards to assessment verses mar
ket value. We are seeing values o f waterfront property increasing. If this
trend continues we may need to adjust some land values.

As you may know the State has changed the Property tax refund program
(“Circuit Breaker Program”). The program has placed a limit on the refund
one can receive, but it may still be worth filing for. You must now do it on
your State income tax form. Even if you don’t pay income tax you can still apply. Any questions
please call or come see me.

Personal property tax letters have been mailed to businesses and residents as they are every year. If
you have received a letter and don’t respond, even though you have personal property, you may
lose your right to appeal your tax bill. I can and do have the ability to either get your tax money
back or not have you pay anything for certain personal property. The BETR program application
that reimburses businesses that have equipment bought between 1995 and 2007 will come out in
August of 2017 for the tax bill of July 2016. Be sure to check with me to see if you are eligible for
this. The BETE program is for equipment bought in 2007 or after. This program allows for the
Town to be reimbursed directly for your personal property item without any tax bill to the taxpayer.
If you are in the BETE program you must sign a new form each year to keep it.

Remember there are many tax relief programs to help you keep your taxes down The BIG NEWS
are that the Homestead Exemption is increasing again. It is going from $15,000.00 to $20,000.00.
At the present mil rate this should put another $90.00 in a homeowner’s pocket. It will, however
affect the overall mil rate slightly. So if you have lived here a year or more and have never filed a
Homestead Exemption, come get an application! Also if you are a Veteran please come in and get
your well deserved exemption if you are over 62 or 100% military permanently disabled. Both
these programs require you to be a permanent resident.

Current use programs that one can apply for include Tree Growth, Open Space and Farm Land Pro
gram. They do have pitfalls so PLEASE feel free to contact me before signing up.
If you remove any buildings or sell a mobile home not connected to the property it’s on, please ad
vise my office. Otherwise it may go unnoted.

Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
The Town o f Readfield is a great place to work. Thank you for allowing me to serve you.
Jacki Robbins
Readfield Assessor’s Agent
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Code Enforcement Officer, Plumbing Inspector, Building
Inspector and Addressing Officer.
Gary Quintal

The year of 2016 was a busy time, a total of 81 building and 99 plumbing permits were issued,
doubling the number o f permits issued last year. The permits included 7 new built homes, 5
manufacture homes and a new cafeteria at Kents Hill School called Bibby and Harold Alfond
Dining Commons which had permit fees totaling $2,162.00.
Building / construction permits are required for any construction / work costing $2,000 or more
in material and labor, make note that any structure / building is required to meet Readfield’s
Land Use Ordinances (LUO), construction / work performed without an issued permit is sub
ject to a minimum $100 penalty or double the permit fee, whichever is greater. All earth mov
ing activities shall meet erosion control standards.
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The State Plumbing Code has been revised again the year, which now conforms to IAPMO
2015 Uniform Plumbing Code, which allows doubling the permit fee for any work done with
out a permit. The code requires the licensed plumber to apply for their permit. Homeowners
doing their own plumbing with a permit will be required to remove plumbing that does not
meet State Code.
Entrance / driveway permits need Road Commissioner or State DOT approval prior to any
work within a public or private road right of way. A “Dig Safe” inspection is also required to
insure no underground utilities will be affected by construction requiring earth movement.
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LUO violations are placed in the Town Map/Lot fde and are retained indefinitely as part of the
property’s history and open for public inspection. Town resources are consumed to abate viola
tions and use over 10 times what a permitted activity would normally consume. Violation no
tices have been sent out concerning wastewater disposal (septic) systems, junkyards, occupan
cy permits, construction without a permit and change of use without Planning Board approval.
Voluntary compliance has resolved many complaints through the year. The Code Office along
with other Town Officials appreciates the efforts that have been made to bring the properties
into compliance.
Before you buy or sell any portion of an existing lot, please inquire as to whether the lot being
created is a legally-conforming lot. If you are purchasing a lot, please inquire as to whether the
use and/or development of the lot can be approved as required by the LUO, new addresses or
any use permits will not be issued for non-conforming / illegal lots or development.
It has been very rewarding to be part of the growth in Readfield and to serve the citizens of
Readfield, working together with fellow employees along with various Boards and Commit
tees. Please call 685-3290 or through an e-mail with any questions.
6

The Readfield Fire Department responded to 121 calls for assistance from January 01, 2016 thru
December 31, 2016.
Readfield Calls for Assistance
Car fire-0
Medical assist-6
Auto accident-24
Chimney Fire-1
Structure Fire-5
Co Alarm-2
False Alarm-11
Brush Fire-2
Wires or Trees in the road-13
Propane problem-0
Other-6
Mutual Aid Calls for Assistance
Includes Structure fires, Chimney fires, Auto accidents, Brush fires, W ater rescues-38
Alarms or Canceled enroute-13
Another year has pasted by quickly. I am happy to report to you that Readfield has a very
healthy rooster o f fire fighters as o f this report your fire department consists o f 29 senior mem
bers. O f the 29- 13 are fully trained structural fire fighters meaning they can go in a burning
building and attack the fire. 3 are waiting to take the 220 hour plus training course to become
interior firefighters. We have 6 Jr. Firefighters ranging in age 14 to 17. Three o f the Jr. Fire
fighters will also be doing the 220 hour course so when they reach the age o f 18 they will all
trained and certified for interior firefighting. We like all communities around are short handed
during the daytime hours. As the times change we find the Mutual Aid system put into place in
1975 has become a very iatrical part o f the way we operate. It assures that the six towns always
have the man power to respond to emergency calls. W e are always looking for new members so
if you like to help others this would be an awesome way to do it. We try to have fun whenever
possible but we get extremely serious when the need arises.
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This past year we have trained, trained and trained some more. Every Tuesday night you will find
us doing something. We have been known to pick up raw eggs with Jaws o f Life and use air bags
to lift up ladders with a full cup o f water and not spill a drop out. The firefighters take the basic
training they learned and take those skills and that knowledge to the next level. The dedication of
this group o f people is amazing and inspiring.
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On December 16 we took delivery of the towns new Engine 63 it’s a 2017 Freightliner with an EOne fire truck body. It is an updated version o f the 1996 Engine 64. Engine 63 carries 1500 gallons
of water with a 30 gallon foam tank and can pump 1500 gallons o f water a minute. December 16th
was a Friday and the truck arrived late in the day, the department had it ready for service early
Sunday morning December 18th so we could train on it that afternoon. The new E63 went into ser
vice Monday December 19th and the old E63 was retired that same day. The new E63 responded to
its first call a structure fire in Manchester on December 20th.
I will warn you the truck is not very fancy as far as fire trucks go but what it lacks in chrome and
polished aluminum it more than makes up for in its capability of doing what a fire truck should do.
We look forward to seeing you at the annual firefighter’s breakfast on June 3rd so you can see it up
close.
We also have put in service another set of Jaws of Life. This set came to us at a very good deal. We
now have three trucks that have Jaws of Life on board. Like all of the equipment the fire depart
ment has we would like to think there will never be a need to use it but unfortunately this never
happens. Having Jaws of Life on three trucks gives us the ability to work on more than one vehicle
at a time if the need arises.
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We also will be working on doing some work on the 1996 Engine 64, over the past few years we
have updated its firefighting ability that work is done. This coming year we will be working on the
truck itself. It turned 20 last year and we hope to see another 20 from it, so the plan is to get the
frame sandblasted and painted before it becomes an issue. Suspension will be gone thru as it has
1500 gallons o f water sitting on it for the last 20 years. Go thru the brakes, new tires and hopefully
if the budget allows doing the outside o f the body.
The citizens o f Readfield make the Fire Department what it is. You all make sure we have what we
need, to do our job safely. Your support is the key to everything the Fire Department does from our
funding to making your homes and properties fire safe.
We are only a phone call away for any fire safety concerns. I know a
lot o f insurance companies will direct you to your local fire department
for chimney inspections we do not have equipment required to do a
proper inspection on a chimney. Insurance companies will also direct
you to us for woodstove installation inspections. We cannot do such
inspections as we are not insured for this. We can only give you rec
ommendations. We do have a list of numbers that we can pass along to
you that do inspections and are properly insured.
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Respectively submitted by,
Lee Mank Chief Readfield Fire Department
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Two new cameras have been placed into service to allow four vantage points. These units have more
responsive remote control and feature memorized location presets enabling faster switches and a more
professional look. All Select Board meetings, public budget hearings, and meet the select board candi
dates events were successfully broadcast. O f the service disruptions, the bulletin board computer suf
fered a hard drive failure and a number o f power outages occurred due to summer thunderstorms. The
longest outage was isolated to the Torsey Pond area due to the microburst o f July: The neighborhood
inadvertently received for an extended time Augusta's Channel Seven programming instead o f Readfield's from TWC.
Channel Seven serves four distinct audiences and each experienced unique challenges and achievements
this year. First is the live audience at Gile Hall. As the hall is large and high ceilinged, sound reinforce
ment (public address amplifier and speakers) is necessary for attendees. Inherent to long runs o f audio
wire is susceptibility of electrical noise which manifests as varying degrees o f audible buzz. The fault
can propagate back into the television transmission as well. To counter this, heavy, shielded, and isolat
ed wire segments were permanently installed.
The second audience is the live, watching at home in real-time viewer. This segment is a loyal one that
routinely sets time aside to tune in on Monday evenings. Video quality from TWC can vary (fade) for a
number of seconds but thus far has self-restored. However, lost signal (color bars) was noted for about
five minutes during the broadcast on August 19. In addition, the audio signal from TWC was observed
to weaken during September. TWC was notified and levels were returned to normal. O f note, for the
first time a remote broadcast was accomplished from downstairs as the upstairs had been configured for
town warrant voting.
The third audience is DVD replay, viewers who take advantage o f the daily rebroadcasts at 6:30 p.m.
Apart from live broadcasts, Readfield's Channel Seven operates as an automated, unattended station.
Programming is accomplished by computer and computer controlled devices, thus the station may not
automatically restart following a power outage. During October a number o f only-for-an-instant power
outages occurred dropping some devices offline completely, while others were reenergized to an un
known state. Reallocation o f power cords to an uninterruptable power supply (UPS) has stabilized the
station.
The final audience is delayed web viewers o f YouTube. Delayed web provides the most convenience
and accessibility. Anyone with the link may view anytime from anywhere. Over the past year, 29 Gile
Hall meetings have been uploaded, consisting o f 700 total views, and averaging 24 views each meeting-one reached 82 views. In addition to residents and town officials accessing these programs, the media,
specifically Kennebec Journal reporters, rely upon these uploads to research and prepare news articles
for print.
Thank you for another year o f your support o f RGTV7. W e hope to continue improving and expanding
our capability. Please report outages as soon as possible to the town office or the station directly at (207)
530-7848 (text or voicemail), or email comments and questions to station.manager.rgtv7@gmail.com .
9

Bill Starrett, Readfield PEG Television Station Manager
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Readfield residents may register to vote during regular business
hours at the Town Office as well as on election days at the polls.
Identification and proof of residency are required when registering
to vote. The Registrar will need to record your driver’s license
number or the last four digits o f your Social Security number on
the back side o f your enrollment card.
You may register to vote at the age o f 17 and vote in a caucus or
primary if you will be 18 by the next Presidential Election.
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A voter who has initially chosen not to enroll in a particular party
and would like to do so now or wants to change parties, may do so
by filing an application with the Registrar. A voter may withdraw
from enrollment after three months from the date on which he or
she enrolled by filing a written request with the Registrar.

Town Clerk, Registrar and
FOAA Officer Robin Lint

As o f March 1, 2016 the voter enrollments are as follows:
Democrat-690, Green Independent-85, Republican-643 and Unenrolled-676
Total enrollm ent-2094
If you have any questions about registering to vote please feel free to give me a call or e-mail me
at: 207-685-4939 or readfield.clerk@roadrunner.com.
Business H ours: Monday and Tuesday 8:30-4:30, Wednesday 12:00-6:00 and Friday 7:30-3:30
Polls Open: 8:00 am— 8:00 pm unless otherwise stated. Voting is held on the second floor o f the
Town Office building (Gile Hall).
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Violette, Kaleb & Martin, DeEtte
03/26
Hutchings, Joseph & Gates, Sarah
05/06
Grover, Steven B. & Black, Alexa
05/21
Arnold, Larry & Atwood, Traci
05/22
Schirmer, Daniel & Harrison, Elizabeth
07/02
West, Brent & Lilly, Krysta
07/08
Choate, Matthew & Greenleaf, Khasandra 07/23
Leighton, Christopher & Bates, LouAnn
07/23
DeAngelis, Hannah & Starr, Aleah
08/06
Price, Dennis & Frost, Dania
08/06
Burnham, Thomas & Grimmnitz, Caroline 08/27
Dawson, Derek & Hilton, Sarah
09/10
St.Pierre Shaw, Jaaron & Hoyt, Lacaya
10/09
Stevens, Joshua & Tobias, Kayla
10/11
Kelliher, Kevin & Audette, Jennifer
10/28
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This report covers highlights of the period from July
1 2015 through June 30, 2016.
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Town Manager,
Road Commis
sioner, Treasur
er and Welfare
Director,
Eric Dyer

Overview
The 2016 Fiscal Year was my first as Manager in
Readfield, from October 5, 2015 through June 30,
2016. I want to again thank the community for com
ing together to help the Town through a challenging
transition during the prior year, and for all o f the assistance and support I have received to date.
It has been a great pleasure to meet and to serve my fellow residents.
Finances
Actual revenues in 2016 exceeded the budged amount by $154,302. This was primarily the re
sult of taxes and intergovernmental revenues that were received in excess o f budgeted amounts.
Actual expenditures were under the budgeted amount by $196,938. The Town has steadily
maintained a sufficient unassigned fund balance to sustain government operations for a period of
at least two months, while also maintaining significant reserve accounts for future capital and
program needs.
Collaboration between the Select Board, Manager, Finance Officer, and Budget Committee led
to significant changes to the budget process as well as how budget information is presented to
the public. This work resulted in a process that is more transparent and easily understood by
everyone involved.
Maintenance and Infrastructure
The Town welcomed Bruce Chandler as our new full-time Maintenance staff person and Anna
Carll as our new Cemetery Sexton, Maintenance staff person, and support person for other posi
tions.
The town purchased a new town truck and mower to replace failing equipment in our inventory.
The decision to replace was made in both cases because the annual maintenance cost o f the old
equipment had exceeded the annualized cost o f replacing it with new. Properly maintained new
equipment costs less to operate, provides better results, and is more reliable. All o f these things
translate into better services to residents at the same or lower cost o f continuing to run equip
ment past its prime.
The Town restructured and rebid our winter maintenance contract in the spring o f 2016. The
numbers show that the hard-fought changes saved the town approximately $19,000 in the first
year o f the contract alone. These savings will continue, and likely increase over the next four
years. Several short sections o f road were paved and received shoulder material. Culvert and
fill materials were installed on the Rt. 17 end o f Luce Road to help improve drainage. Most
roads received preventative maintenance.
Planning and design work got underway for repairs to the Maranacook Lake Outlet Dam. The
project has been a priority for capital reserve savings over the past few years and construction is
anticipated in 2018. Like our roads, the dam adds value to all o f our residents and taxpayers.
Solid Waste and Recycling
We began exploring the possibility o f including the Town o f Fayette as a customer, and eventual
partner in the Readfield and Wayne Transfer Station. At Town Meeting in June o f 2016 the idea
was approved and the extra income and stability o f services have proved valuable over the past
year.
Eric Dyer, Town Manager
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In response to both Select Board and community interest the Ad Hoc Age Friendly Com
mittee was established in January 2016 by the Board of Selectmen to explore how the
town could improve aging in place in Readfield. The following resolution was passed:
“The Readfield Select Board shall appoint an ad hoc committee for exploring age friendly
opportunities for our community consisting of up to five individuals for one year. The
\
committee is charged with creating an inventory of possible desirable resources and ser
vices, identifying best methods to communicate the preceding to older citizens in our com
munity, recommending future courses of action they deem desirable, and pursuing in con
junction with the town manager any grant offerings that may be available for assessment
and/or implementation of age friendly resources upon approval of the Select Board."
Four committee members were appointed in 2016 and actively pursued the assessment of the 8 domains of an
age friendly community as outlined by AARP. The goal was to explore these domains to determine if or how
Readfield could make improvements to them to make our community easier for residents to age in place.
These domains look at outdoor space and buildings, transportation, housing, social participation, respect and
social inclusion, civic participation and employment, communication and information, and community support
and health services. A critical element of this process was to seek opinions from residents 55 and older about
their view of these domains.
The committee wrote and submitted a proposal to AARP for funding to assist with the development of a needs
assessment of residents, conduct analysis and write a report. The town was awarded funding from AARP in
June 2016.
The town went through an open process of solicitation of qualifications and selected a consultant to assist the
committee with its work. The committee developed a survey tool which was made available to residents in hard
copy and via survey monkey on the town website. Announcement of the survey was made at a Select Board
meeting and was aired on a local cable TV station, was written up in the Readfield Messenger, was posted in
the Advertiser, and with an ad on the Cable TV channel. The Town Manager wrote to the Chair of each town
committee to encourage distribution and completion of the survey. Presentations about the availability of the
survey were made at the Guys and Gals Club, the Senior Cafe, to a local minister, and before a presentation at
the library about Readfield history. Personal overtures were also made to friends and neighbors throughout the
town. On September 30th, the deadline to pay property taxes, each person over 55 who came to the town office
was offered the survey. Committee members also held two mornings of “office” hours at the town office to
assist residents to complete the survey should they want help. An announcement of the survey was also posted
on the marquee of the Union Meeting House which is located in the center of town.
The survey results were analyzed. Presentations about the results were explained at a community meeting at the
Town office in November. Presentations were also scheduled at meetings of the Library Board, Guys and Gals
and at the Senior Cafe but had to be rescheduled until 2017 due to weather or other factors. The intent of the
meetings was not only to share survey results but to solicit opinions about priorities for the Committee and
town to address, both long and short term. Copies of the complete survey findings are available at the Town
Office or at the Readfield Community Library.
A fifth member joined as a result of taking the survey and after attending the community meeting.
As part of this grant process, Readfield became a member of AARP’s Network of Age Friendly Communities
across Maine which totals more than 22 communities. This affiliation with AARP Maine offered a selection of
books free to our library. Some of the available books on a designated shelf include:
Being Mortal -Atul Gawande, AARP Checklist for Family Caregivers -Sally Balch Hulme, The 36-Hour
Day: A Family Guide to Caring for Persons With Alzheimer Disease, Related Dementing Illnesses and
Memory Loss in Later Life - Nancy Mace and Peter Rabins, Planning for Long-Term Care for Dummies Carol Levine, Medicare for Dummies - Patricia Berry, Social Security for Dummies - Jonathan Peterson
In December, the Board of Selectmen voted to make the ad hoc Committee a standing committee of the town.
The Committee looks forward to completing the final report and to meeting with the Town Manager and Board
of Selectmen to develop a plan to respond to the needs and de
Terms
Age Friendly Com. Members
sires of Readfield residents as expressed through the survey Ellis, Maijorie
06/30/2018
and community meeting process.
06/30/2017
Mitchell, Ann
Respectfully submitted,
06/30/2017
Moran, John
Romaine Turyn, Chair
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06/30/2017
Perry, Marianne
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The Budget Committee started the year with several fresh faces and a plan to make the process
both effective and efficient. The committee met with the Selectboard in November for a Capitol
Investment Plan Workshop. The Town Manager developed a draft Asset Inventory and Capitaliza
tion Plan that we used as a guide to start updating the CIP process. Both the Selectboard and
Budget Committee plan to continue to develop and update the process, which helps the Town and
its residents have a predictable and stable tax rate while providing for large projects, like building
and paving. During the budget review process, the Committee has worked to evaluate where long
term projects might be needed, and encouraged other Boards and Committees to work on planning
for their future needs.
In December, the Committee met to develop goals for the Budgeting Process, starting with the Se
lectboard’s goals for the year. General goals included providing an independent review of the pro
posed budget, working with the Selectboard to develop a consensus budget, and communicating
clearly. Library and Fire Station Planning, Grant Matching, and long-term Road and Bridge plan
ning were identified as areas where the Budget Committee needed to work closely with other
Boards and Committees.
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During January and February, the Committee reviewed proposed budgets for various Town activi
ties, often meeting with members of the Committees and Boards who are responsible for develop
ing and implement these activities. The Budget Committee had productive discussions with these
groups, and gained a better understanding of the Town’s service and infrastructure needs.
As of this writing, we have reviewed the budget with the Selectboard, and are preparing for the first
of two public hearings to provide local citizens with an opportunity to have a voice in the budget
process. The process has run smoothly, due in large part to the hard work o f our Town Manager
and Finance Officer, who have pulled together and organized all the information about our govern
ment functions.
One major change in the budget this year is the consolidation o f staff costs into central accounts,
which allows for more effective budgeting and tracking o f staff time and reduces the accounting
overhead required. There is also a re-focusing o f our roads budget to address the Town’s unpaved
roads, and bring them up to the level o f service that is comparable to the rest o f the Town roads.
This is also the year the Maranacook Lake dam will be re-built, as a joint project with Winthrop. A
joint project o f the Trails and Conservation Committees also is in the budget, funded primarily by
grants. In the protection budget, there is a communications upgrade, which will be funded by other
entities who use our towers, and the rehabilitation o f a fire truck.
This budget also focuses on planning for future projects. Included are
a reserve for paving, matching funds for the future Church Road sidewalk, funding to assist in the
conservation o f the Union Meeting house, and a reserve for revaluation. There is a slight increase
in the municipal budget, but it is mostly offset by non-tax revenues. The current budget draft is
projected to require a mill rate o f 3.71, an 0.07 mil increase from the current municipal budget.
Within this budget, the Town will be providing improved service in a number o f areas including
code enforcement, the Town website, assessing, grounds and building maintenance, and at the
transfer station.
Andrews L. Tolman, Chair
l4

Budget Committee Members
Davis, Peter
Hanish, Martin
LaBerge, Michael
Pomerleau, Valarie
Tolman, Andrews (Chair)

Term
06/30/2019
06/30/2017
06/30/2017
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
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This has been a year of many accomplishments! The Town of Readfield is responsible for seven cem
eteries. Each has unique needs that must be prioritized and all are historically significant. The Sexton
and Cemetery Committee have worked to prioritize these needs and a lot of exciting work has been
accomplished this past year! Additionally, it has been year o f overwhelming community support from
many in Readfield.
The Sexton attended a 4 day stone cleaning and repair workshop last August. The learnings from this
workshop were implemented when Anna organized a stone cleaning project. In September, members
o f the Cemetery Committee, community volunteers and Sexton put a lot o f elbow grease into stone
cleaning at Kents Hill and Readfield Corner cemeteries. Together, we were able to clean over 40
stones in the older sections o f both cemeteries. In 2017, more community projects like this will be
planned. Anyone who would like to help, or who would like to learn how to clean their family stone
should contact the Sexton.
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The Sexton came up with an idea to promote the unique aspects o f Readfield Corner by having a walk
that featured the Readfield Comer Cemetery. This idea turned into another community project when
the members o f the Readfield Union Meeting House and the Readfield History Walkers joined the ef
fort. Marius Peladeau gave a presentation o f the Readfield Union Meeting House’s rich history and the
importance o f upcoming renovations to preserve this cherished landmark. The always informative and
enthusiastic Dale Potter Clark led us on a History Walk through the Readfield Corner Cemetery
providing information on the residents who built the Meeting House. The Sexton Anna Carll gave a
stone cleaning demonstration that attracted local residents as well as many people from other towns.
We had a good turnout of over 50 people for this event. The hope is to have more events like this in
the future. Many thanks to Marius, Dale, Lakeside Orchards for providing refreshments and to all on
the sub-Committee who worked to make this beautiful fall day a success.
The berms at the East Readfield Cemetery look fantastic despite last summer’s drought! There is one
more berm to be planted this spring. Thank you to all who have volunteered, donated materials and
who extensively donated their time. Two to be thanked in particular are Rhonda Luce for committed
weed removal and donation of plants, and Bill Rourke for his generous donation of loam for this pro
ject.
Each of our cemeteries has ancient, unhealthy maple trees. This year a thorough assessment was com
pleted and work was prioritized based upon those trees that might cause damage to stones if not re
moved or trimmed. In December, an RFP was issued and awarded to Stevenson Solution. In February
the trimming, securing limbs and removal was completed at the Whittier, Dudley Plains, Case and
Readfield Comer Cemeteries. In 2017, the re planting process will be started, and tree work for 201718 will be prioritized.
In 2016 there were 8 Cremains burials in Readfield Cemeteries, Readfield Corner 7, and East Readfield 1, No full burials is 2016.
Cemetery Board Members
Terms
Much of the success and many accomplishments was
achieved with the help and careful attention of the Ceme
tery Committee and Readfield Residents. A BIG thank
you to all who have helped out!
Submitted by Anna Carll, Cemetery Sexton
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Doten, Debora
Keene, Grace (Chair)
Lake, Brenda
Moran. John
Osborn, Pamela
Perry, Marianne
Peterson, Karen
Rourke, Sandra
To 1man. Andrews

06/30/2018
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
06/30/2017
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
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The Readfield Conservation Commission (RCC) oversees town-owned open space lands, pro
vides conservation information and works with landowners, agencies and organizations to en
courage exemplary stewardship of natural resources. We cooperate with the Select board and
other boards and committees. There is a close working relationship with the Readfield Trails
Committee which builds some of their trails on town properties, most notably the trails built at
the Old Fairgrounds property.
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Major accomplishments o f the Commission over the past five years have been to conduct a study
o f vernal pools in the town, replace bridges on trails in the Town Forest and assist the Trails
Committee in the completion o f trails on the Old Fairgrounds property. W e appreciate the help
o f those who have worked on projects in the past year including Kennebec Land Trust stewards,
members o f the Readfield Trails Committee and others who have helped work on Readfield conservati on properties.
David Bagley retired from the Commission In July 2017 after 40 years o f service. David chaired
the group for many years and helped create the vision and define the mission o f the Conservation
Commission. We thank David for his leadership and accomplishments.

0

2 0 1 6 -2 0 1 7 Accomplishments
Trail Infrastructure Project
The Commission has been planning for major repairs to bridges at the Torsey Pond Nature Pre
serve (TPNP) and Fogg Farm Conservation Area (FFCA). Two bridges will be replaced at
TPNP, one bridge at FFCA and 350 feet of bog bridging will be improved or replaced at TPNP.
We solicited bids for the planning process and hired Steve Spencer o f Big Pine Consulting to de
sign the new bridges and estimate the cost of the work. With this information we will be apply
ing for grants in the fall of 2017 with the intention of having the work done in the summer of
2018. No property taxes will be used for this project.
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Old Fairgrounds Property
In April, 2016, 21 students from Kent’s Hill School mitigated an erosion problem in a drainage
ditch adjacent to the McDougald Trail. Under the oversight of members o f the Trails Committee
and the Conservation Commission they stabilized the ditch by tapering the slopes, laying down
seeded erosion matts and placing stone check dams. They did an excellent job and within 4
weeks grass had grown in the ditch and future erosion prevented.
Trail signs were installed at the trailheads and on the trails. They show the names and lengths of
the trails. Members of the Trails Committee helped with the work. The Old Fairgrounds Trails
have become very popular and heavily used.
A ballfield governance agreement to delineate roles for the operation and maintenance of the
new field was written by the Ad Hoc Ballfield Committee which included some members of the
Conservation Commission. The document outlines responsibilities for mowing the ballfield,
trash removal, scheduling the use of the field and providing a Porta Potty.
hv

Continued on next
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Torsev Pond Nature Preserve
The Kiosk and signs at the Torsey Pond Nature Preserve were severely damaged in the spring.
Eric Dyer (Town Manger) reported the incident to the County S heriffs Department. Repairs
have been made.

____

Minor repairs to bridges were made in 2016. Kennebec Land Trust steward Milt Wright
brought to our attention a problem with slippery surfaces on the bog bridging and proposed the
application o f a non-skid stain mixed with grit. We provided him with the materials and he
applied the non-skid stain to the bridging.
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Town Forest
Bridge repairs are being evaluated on some of the Town Forest trails with the option o f re
routing one section of the trail to eliminate the need for the bridge.
In the spring, aggressive nesting birds have attacked hikers in a few instances. Be cautious
when hiking. Signs will be posted if needed.

M em bers
This year we are adding a new member, Brent West. He is a biologist who grew up in Maine
and has done wildlife management throughout the United States. He is presently working for
the Georges River Land Trust in Rockland. Current members are Jerry Bley, Greg Durgin,
Martin Hanish, Bruce Hunter, Bob Mohlar, Tim Sniffen, Andrew Walsh and Beth Pritchard.
We meet in the Town Office at 6:30 pm on the second Tuesday o f every month. The meetings
are open to the public and visitors are welcome. We hope all the residents o f Readfield get out
to enjoy the trails on town properties to see the natural beauty we have in our town. Maps are
available in the town office that show the location o f all the trails.
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Submitted by Bruce Hunter for the Readfield Conservation Commission.

Conservation Commission
Bley, Jerry
Durgin, P. Greg
Hanish, Martin
Hunter, Bruce
Mohlar, Robert
Pritchard, Beth
Sniffen E. Timothy (Alt.)
Walsh. J. Andrew
West, Brent
1 Alt. Vacancies
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Terms
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
06/30/2019
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
06/30/2017
06/30/2018
06/30/2017
06/30/2020
06/30/2019
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The Trustees o f the Readfield Community Library are pleased to
provide this summary o f activities and operations. Under the friend
ly, professional guidance o f Librarian Nancy O ’Toole, she and a
group o f dedicated volunteers create a welcoming atmosphere and
gathering place for the Readfield community. The Trustees would
like to thank the volunteers, who donate countless hours to a variety
o f responsibilities, including working at the circulation desk, assist
ing with collection maintenance and repair, overseeing the interli
brary loan and large print book programs, tending the flowerbeds,
helping with story times, sorting books and working at our book sales. A volunteer appreciation
night was held at the Library in October.
The Library has 811 Library card holders. That number continues to grow. The circulation of
books, DVD’s, audio books, magazines and digital loans has surpassed 13,000 items. Thanks to
generous donations the library now loans snow shoes, puzzles, and for 2017 season a Maine
State Park Pass. The Library also offers free delivery o f books and other materials to homebound library patrons. Call the librarian to arrange delivery.
We introduced a cabin fever craft program last year. The first craft was crocheting tote bags
with plam, (plarn is made from plastic grocery bags). Do you have a talent that you would like
to share? Suggestions are welcome as are residents who would like to teach a craft.
A Maine Humanities Council facilitator led a book group discussion, meeting once a month for
4 months, March through June. “Revisiting the Who Dun it”, four detective novels were fea
tured each novel focusing on a minority population with interesting background information
woven into an intriguing mystery. This program was well attended and will be repeated on a
regular basis with a different theme.
Children and parents gathered for an ice cream sundae in the Readfield Community Park be
hind the Library after signing up for the summer reading program starting in June. 84 children
participated with 753 books read by the end o f the program. Story times led by community
members offered families a story time and craft activity each Thursday morning throughout the
summer. Look for information soon on this summer’s reading program “
For the fourth year in a row the summer reading program concluded with a presentation by the
Chewonki Foundation. Following the Reading program theme o f “On Your Mark, Get Set...
Read!”” the Chewonki presenter fascinated the large audience with the program “Animal Fit
ness” . Set up in the Readfield Community Park directly behind the Library the approx 50
adults and children were educated, entertained.
The annual August book sale fundraiser was held once again at the Readfield Fire Department.
The Trustees are grateful for the donations o f hundreds o f books by our generous patrons and
also to the Fire Department for accommodating this sale. All unsold books were donated to lo
cal organizations such as PALS, the county jail, the Veterans Home, Goodwill to name a few.
Our smaller but active spring book sale attracted many enthusiastic community members
browsing and buying.
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Halloween has become a tradition at the library bringing in many costumed children and par
ents. Guess the weight o f the pumpkin, receive a treat, take home a good book or movie. We
greeted over 220 people.

>

The Holiday Tree Lighting held Friday evening the week after Thanksgiving, weather permit
ting, was enjoyed by all. We gathered as usual on the Library front lawn. After songs were
sung and tree was lit Santa led a parade o f merry carolers along the sidewalk to the Town Hall
where we all enjoyed cookies and cocoa. Approximately 100 people were in attendance.
The Library has an active online presence. Nancy has established an interesting, attractive and
easy to navigate website (
), along with a Readfield Com
munity Library Facebook page. Check these sites for scheduled events, the latest additions to
the Library collection, weather related closings etc. Give Nancy your e-mail address and you
will get updates on Library happenings once or twice a month.
In addition to our website and Facebook page, explore (download.maineinfonet.org) where
library card holders can borrow e-books and e-audio books for free. Need help setting up your e
-reader or tablet? Nancy is available to help you with the process, just bring your e-reader to the
Library.
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I believe there is something o f interest for everyone at the Readfield Community Library.
Come sign up for your free library card and start borrowing today.

Respectfully submitted,
Deborah Peale
Chair, Readfield Library Board of Trustees

Library Board of Trustees
Blouin, Cricket
Clark, Lorene
Lake, Brenda
Mitchell, Pam
Monsulick, Beverly
Peale, Deborah (Chair)
Peterson, Elisabeth
Tarbuck, Janet
Witherill, Donna

Terms
06/30/2019
06/30/2017
06/30/2017
06/30/2017
06/30/2018
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
06/30/2019

The Library Board o f Trustee members have been working to help resurrect the ” Friends o f the
Readfield Community Library”. This 501(c) 3 tax exempt organization was founded by several
interested citizens to increase awareness o f and to be an advocate fo r the Library along with
grant writing, fundraising, working on projects and other special activities. The “Friends ”
needs citizens willing to serve as members o f the board. I f interested please contact Deborah
Peale.
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The Planning Board is a 10 member body (7 full members and 3 alternates). Members are ap
pointed by the Select Board and serve staggered terms o f office which vary in length. The experi
ence, knowledge, and varying perspectives of Board members foster a sound and well balanced
decision making process.
The Planning Board is responsible for reviewing and making decisions on all land use, construc
tion, and development applications requiring Planning Board approval under the provisions of
Readfield’s Land Use Ordinance (“LUO”). The LUO provides that the “purposes o f development
review are to: provide a level of municipal review that would not otherwise occur for projects
that could adversely impact the surrounding community as a whole; maintain and protect the
Town’s rural character and natural resources, including scenic and historic resources, by requiring
that structures, signs and other alterations on, or to the land, are sited and developed in accord
ance with certain standards; and, promote and protect the health, safety and welfare o f the Towns
people, and provide permanent records o f conditions that run with ownership o f property.”
The Board considered and made decisions on a variety o f site review applications and issues dur
ing FY 2016. Again in the past fiscal year, there were a number o f applications before the Board
for the removal, and replacement or reconstruction, and/or expansion, o f seasonal dwellings in the
shoreland zone. In most cases, these projects resulted in the conversion o f seasonal properties to
year round. Review of these types of proposals is sometimes complex because o f the need to en
sure lake water quality protection and conformity with applicable LUO standards, such as setback
requirements from water bodies, roads, and property lines. The Board often conducts site visits as
part of the review process in order to fully understand actual circumstances and conditions on the
ground, particularly when reviewing these types of applications involving properties in the
shoreland zone.
Several applications were considered that involved the modification, for various purposes, of pre
viously established lot lines. One of these applications also included new construction and other
minor changes at an existing sawmill operation that had been purchased by new owners. The
Board also acted upon two change of use applications involving properties that had been in com
mercial use: one to allow use by a new lessee, the other to allow residential use.
Finally, the Board prepared a package of minor changes to the LUO which was adopted by the
Town in June 2016. The primary purpose of the revisions was to enhance clarity and consistency
in the LUO.
As always, the Planning Board would like to thank Readfield residents and others who have par
ticipated in meetings, hearings, and site visits, commented on LUO revision proposals, and con
tributed in other ways to help guide Readfield’s land use, growth and development in a manner
that is reflective of our tow n’s needs and interests. Your participation is important and is always
welcomed and appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Paula M. Clark, Chair

Planning Board Members
Buck, William
Clark, Paula (Chair)
Comart, Jack
Hyland, Jay
Schmidt, James
To 1man, Andrews
Witherill, Don
3- Vacancies

Terms
06/30/2018
06/30/2018
06/30/2020
06/30/2020
06/30/2018
06/30/2018
06/30/2021
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The Readfield Recreation Committee is focused on providing self supporting recreational programs
for the residents of Readfield through the support of community volunteers. In 2016, we added 2
new members to our committee, Adam Woodford and Mandy Poulin. The Readfield Recreation
Committee had a busy year. We sponsored and facilitated youth soccer leagues, basketball leagues,
and softball and baseball leagues for children ages 4 - 1 1 . We also held a Halloween party at the
Readfield Elementary School, and an Easter Egg Hunt at the Maranacook Middle School. Unfortu
nately, we had to cancel Winter Fun Day due to poor weather conditions.
Next year we plan to continue all of our programs and perhaps add a Summer Fun Day to be held at
the beach.
The beach season was successful as well. Tom Donegan was extremely helpful in maintaining and
improving our beach landscape.
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Beach passes sold:
Residents 121
Non-residents 30
Day passes 97

Recreation Assoc. Board of Trustees Term
Clark, Jada
06/30/2018
Donegan, Thomas
06/30/2018
Flannery, Hannah
06/30/2017
Hreben, Amanda
06/30/2017
Hreben, Mark
06/30/2017
Knight, Carrie
06/30/2019
McClure, Sara
06/30/2017
06/30/2019
Poulin, Mandy
06/30/2019
Woodford, Adam

Submitted by Carrie Knight, Chair
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Fellow Citizens,
For the year ending June 30, 2016 the following roads were paved: Memorial Drive, Nickerson
Hill Road, balance of Old Kents Hill Road, and Wings Mill Road. Moving forward, the focus will
be placed on improving the town’s gravel roads.
The previous snowplow contract finished in the 2015/2016 winter season. The Road Committee
assisted the Town Manager with advice and input on the new Request For Proposal. Cushing Con
struction, Inc. was awarded a four year contract beginning with the 2016/2017 winter season with a
possible option for a fifth year.
June 30, 2017 completes my 32nd year as a member of the road committee and I will not be seeking
re-appointment. It has been a pleasure to serve the Town of Readfield and its citizens during my
long tenure. I have enjoyed working with current and past
committee members as well as town officials.
Road Committee Terms
Respectfully submitted,
Laurence Perkins, Road Committee Chair
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Cote, Roland
Davis, Peter
Linton, David
Perkins, Laurence
Riley, Douglas
Scott, William
1 Vacancy

06/30/2017
06/30/2019
06/30/2019
06/30/2017
06/30/2018
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
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Dear Neighbors;
In mid-August 2016, your Select Board took part in an all day public retreat to discuss future
goals. We envisioned a few o f the resulting goals would be accomplished in the forthcoming
year and some would be initial efforts to lay the groundwork for ongoing goal focus in subse
quent years.
The Board discussed many ideas, prioritized items, and selected goals that can be broken into
two categories. The first are “governance goals” which pertain largely to the technical govern
ing work o f the Board. The second are “non-governance goals” which are broader community
undertakings that involve the Board providing leadership and support.
Governance goal work includes efforts on governing documents, review o f the tow n’s Capital
Improvement/Investment Program, any needed clarification o f the authority o f boards, commit
tees and commissions, and devising an annual community meeting. We had a sub-committee
work on ordinance review and policy work has become more standardized but there will be on
going efforts continuing in this area in the future. Both the Capital Improvement/Investment
Program and clarification work received a good deal o f attention and will also continue. A big
thank you is owed to the Appointments Ad Hoc committee who organized a great deal o f refer
ence material in the latter area. We still need to determine how to best develop a purposeful an
nual community meeting.

S. J

Non-governance goals included work in several areas. W e want to support our business envi
ronment, investigate efficient, long-term renewable energy investment and conservation, and
create community activities for children and adults to enjoy. Each o f these three areas received
specific focus and attention to these items will continue. W e planned to name and dedicate the
ball field, create a Parks Commission, and develop an action plan resulting from the agefriendly survey and report. All three items were addressed and the Age Friendly Committee
was made a permanent town committee thanks to their hard work developing great initiatives.
Two goals, a study of town buildings and addressing poverty in town are projects that will need
more work in the forthcoming year. Finally, in the future we hope to build a Church Street side
walk to safely connect and close the loop between the ball field and Main Street. This is a multi
-year goal involving matching funds and more planning work.
This has been an active year for the Select Board on many other fronts as well. I would like to
thank my fellow Select Board members for their dedication and commitment, the many town
volunteers who get involved and share their expertise with us, the town staff for their hard
working service to the public, and every citizen of Readfield. All o f you help to give Readfield
a wonderful sense of community.
Select Board Members
Bourgoine, Bruce
Dunham, Thomas
Parent, John
Sammons, Christine
Woodsum, Kathryn Mills

Kind Regards;
Bruce Bourgoine
Select Board Chair
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Term
06/30/2018
06/30/2017
06/30/2019
06/30/2018
03/30/2019
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The Solid Waste & Recycling Committee (SWRC) is an advisory committee for our Transfer
Station operations and is unique in that our members now come from three towns. At our 2016
Town Meeting, an article was passed allowing the town of Fayette access to our Transfer Sta
tion on a trial basis including full membership in the SWRC. This Committee is now a 12
member body with 9 voting members- 1 Select Board member from each town and 2 Residents
from each town in addition to the three Town Managers who are non- voting members but pro
vide valued management expertise.
Much of the Committee’s time of late has been spent on a new long term Inter-local Agreement
with the Towns o f Fayette and Wayne with the goal of savings by sharing operating cost and
capital cost based on the State Property Valuation for each town. As proposed at our 2017
Town Meeting, Readfield will now be responsible for 43% of operating costs instead o f the
50% when shared with the town of Wayne alone. While the volume o f waste will increase with
the addition of Fayette, the net cost to the Town of Readfield is expected to decrease. Rather
than Readfield alone having the burden for capital improvements at our facility, the new Agree
ment allows for the three Towns to share the capital investments required to keep the facility
running long term while Readfield still maintains full management authority.
The addition of Fayette has brought fourth both challenges and opportunities. The increase in
traffic, volume of waste, and commercial haulers will be some o f the challenges moving ahead.
With the increase in resources, there will be an opportunity to make future investments to im
prove efficiency. A group of engineering students from U o f Maine have taken our current
transfer station operation on as a project with the goal o f improving the efficiency and planning
for the long term. This will be valuable information moving forward with a future operations
and site plan for the facility. Thanks to our Transfer Station Manager for making this happen
and at no cost.
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In addition to the above, some other agenda items have been put behind us. We have reviewed
and updated the operations and rules documents. New signage has been installed to guide the
public and direct traffic. There have been railings installed and other improvements to protect
the safety of the public and staff. A new Fee Schedule has been implemented and we now are
meeting the goal o f having fees for demolition and shingles cover disposal and hauling costs.
Looking forward, ongoing and unfinished business will include:
• Review o f our disposal fees, hauling, and options for disposal.
• Incentives to recycle more waste.
• Ongoing review o f Solid Waste budget and tonnage.
• Discuss future infrastructure projects to improve efficiency and services.

j

The SWRC is a diverse committee with the interests of
three towns involved. It has been an honor to be elected Solid Waste & Recycling Committee
Chair o f thi s Committee.
Birtwell, Mark (Wayne)
none
Respectfully submitted by.
Thomas Dunham SWRC Chair
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Chrostowsky, Aaron (Wayne)
Drake, William (Readfield)
Dunham, Thomas (Readfield)
Dyer, Eric (Readfield)
Famham, Mary (Wayne)
Haines, Stephanie (Wayne)
Whittemore, Darcy (Readfield)

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
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One of the nice things about preparing a Town Report is you get to reflect upon all the
activities the Trails Committee worked on during the last season and thoughts on the up
coming spring projects. This town report will be the last one I will prepare as my term and
Ann’s will be up in June. It has been a wonderful 11 years of involvement in this very
b u i ld i n q c o m m u n i t y a st ep at a t im e
unique all volunteer committee. We would both like to thank the Readfield community for
the strong support we have received. The vote last June for the Trails budget was appreci
ated and encouraging for all Residents of Readfield who feel trails are now an integral part of the Town Readfield.
For those who did not get to see the March Trails Messenger article, I would like to again report on a Bangor
Daily editorial written about 15 years ago by former Eastern Maine Medical Center Doctor Eric Steele.
‘To promote health, a community must actively develop and environment conducive to healthy activities,
especially those out of doors’. Open spaces need to exist within a community so that access can be maintained
for all”. The use of such open spaces must be taught and encouraged, so that as we grow up we all develop and
appetite for the out-of-doors again. And feast more frequently on fresh air, natural beauty and fitness, than on
fries, burgers and cola”.
This year’s Trails Committee activities of nearly 600 man hours of community participation did in fact
“actively develop and environment conducive to healthy activities.”
The season started out at the Mill Stream Dam Trail. The work done last May will be appreciated when the
spring thaw reveals a high and dry surface for safe and easy walking from the Old Kent’s Hill Road trail head
down to the dam site. A grant has been received so the dam trail network and safe observation area can be com
pleted this year. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bittar have given the town an easement and trail agreement to access a beau
tiful overlook to the stream from a knoll on the western side of their property
Just as we have done for the last 11 years a highlight for trail members is always the participation of students
from both Kent’s Hill School and Maranacook Community School. The physical strength, great enthusiasm, and
hundreds of man hours the students provided, gave us the opportunity to do a much needed erosion control ditch
project to redirect a large amount of rain that was overflowing the southern trail which comes down from the
parking lot. The students hand dug a section of the ditch approximately 5x 150 feet. After removing the sod
and placing it beyond the bank, students with rakes then tapered the banks of the ditch and immediately put
back in place the sod. This whole area was then covered with a special straw like matting to hold the new sod in
place. To make sure the bank did not slip back down into the ditch students placed hundreds of 4 inch staples
into the area. I am looking forward to spring and seeing the positive results of the student's hard work.
Another student project was to add a finish coat of our top layer of material called blue stone. The students
spread an area of 4x600 feet, 2 truckloads of the blue stone. This very hard manual work was needed to pre
vent water from washing across the trail.
Because of the larger than expected number walkers going from the trail section near the backstop over to the
cemetery, we have improved the short access spur trail.
The picnic table at the end of the right field line up on the knoll is a prized spot for those just wanted to get
outside by a short walk. Very popular has been the porta potti. Many of the folks that come to Readfield provid
ing us with services such as drivers for U.P.S., Fed X, appliance, lumber, oil and others have appreciated its
availability.
It’s been very enjoyable working w ith Town Manager Eric and Town Maintenance man Bruce down on the
Lower Fairgrounds trail that exits at Route 17 near the Weathervane. Eric made a suggestion on a different ma
terial that made it possible to do a one step process saving us money and man hours. The slope on this section
has been decreased making it easier for all users, high and dry. There was great work with Bruce on the back
hoe that made this project such a success. Speaking of success on this project, it was made possible by the site
prep work done by Bob and Jeanne Harris, Milt Wright, Greg
Term
Durgin, Ken Clark, Romaine Turyn joining Ann and I. Good Trails Committee Members
Buker, Nancy
06/30/2019
job guys!
Clark, Kenneth
06/30/2018
There will be multiple openings for the Readfield Trails Com Durgin. P. Greg
06/30/2018
mittee after July first. If you have any questions about being a Harris, Jeanne
06/30/2018
member, give us a call.
06/30/2019
Harris, Robert
Gary Keilty
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06/30/2017
Keilty, Ann
lcxo:
Chair- Readfield Trails Committee.
06/30/2017
Keilty, Gary

0

Peale, Robert
Rahmlow, Holly

06/30/2018
06/30/2019
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TOWN OF READFIELD
DATE RECEIVED

APPOINTMENT APPLICATION

The Select Beard sha I not discriminate aga nst an applicant based on religion, age, sex, marita status race color,
ancestry rational or gin sexual or entat or or physical or mental disab it es. The Select Board may exclude from
cons deration any app cant with physical or mental d sabilities only when the physical or mental handicap would
prev ent the applicant from performing the duties of the appe ntment and reasonable accommodat on cannot be made.
The Select Board sha I have fina authority over the appointment of ci: sens to Boards, Committees and Commiss ens
that are instruments of Tcwr Government. The Select Boa-d shall not appe nt an aoplicant to a position for which the
applicant wi I kely have a frequert or recurrirg conflict of interest.

Which Board, Committee or Commission
are you applying for?

Term:

Do you have previous experience on this board or committee? [ ] Yes
Name:______________________________________

[ ] No

Phone (H):_________

Street address:______________________________Phone (C):___________
Mailing address:.
E-Mail:
Below please tell us of any experience and/or training that might be useful in this position.

Below please tell us the reason you are interested in applying for this position.

If you are currently employed, what is your position?
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APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT FOR:
Name:

Term:

1 Position:
1

By signing th s applica: on for this position the Applicant understands and agrees that the nformat on contained in this
applicat on is requ red by aw to be availab e for public viewing and agrees to hold the Town of Readfie d harm ess from
any misuse of the aopllcation information by anyone viewing it. As a member of this board, comm'ttee or commiss or
Check one!

(

] I approve the use of my e-mai and phone numbers on the Town's public sites and pub cations.

J

] I DO NOT approve the use of my e-mail and phone numbers on any of the Town's public sites or publ cations.
Name:

Date:

CLERK'S USE BEFORE THE APPOINTMENT
This is a Consecutive Re-Appointment
Was this position advertised?

[

[

j Yes

| Yes

|

[

If no, please explain:_

] No

| No

Confirmation from Applicant of attendance at Select Board Meeting if required.

[

|yes

I

] No

Confirmed meeting date:______________________, 20____

SELECT BOARD APPOVAL
A
of Readfield, in the County of Kennebec and State of Maine: There

To

we the Select Board of the Municipality

being a position on the

of Readfield do, in accordance with the provisions of the laws of the State of Maine, hereby appoint you to
said position within and for the Municipality of Readfield, such appointment to be effective:

1

thru

, Given under our hand this

□

day of

V w
#

%

Bruce Bourgoine

John Parent

Thomas Dunham

Kathryn Mills Woodsum

Christine Sammons

CLERK'S USE AFTER THE APPOINTMENT
Chair has been notified of appointment?

1 lYes

» o

If yes, what date:

Is an Oath appropriate:

[

( J no

If yes, what date

[Yes

Revised 08/01/2016 for in office use,
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Annual Report: 2015-2016
The Staff, General Assembly, and the 24 member communities o f the Kennebec Regional Develop
ment Authority are pleased to present this annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016.

Financial Overview
At fiscal year-end 2015-2016, KRDA’s government funds reported a positive fund balance (equity) o f
$463,980, an improvement of $336,332 from the previous fiscal year. This is the second consecutive
positive fund balance since 2001. Annual revenue distributions, to member communities totaled
$245,460. We reduced our long term debt principal by $234,824. We are still on target to pay o ff our
long term debt in fiscal year ending June 30, 2021. The total long-term debt for the organization
stands at approximately $987,210. For investments, we have 2 CD’s and a money market account at
the Maine State Credit Union totaling $205,186; a savings account with TD Bank totaling $248,952
and; a CD with Skowhegan National Bank totaling $218,157. These cash allocations represent desig
nated funds toward a small operating reserve, and a growing infrastructure reserve. These funds could
be used for future capital expenditures should the KRDA membership so decide at some point in the
future. We project adequate cash flow for operations and debt service through the coming fiscal year
without additional borrowing or increases in the municipal assessments which have remain unchanged
since 2007.
Operations Overview
During FY 2015-2016, the organization continued executing (on the 2nd year) on a long term opera
tional plan for the development of the existing serviced lots on the park. The first phase - and main
effort - o f this plan, is to address the demand side o f the park. The operating budget sustained the
marketing effort in order to “establish credibility with investment attraction.” The intent is to surge
the marketing effort, through June 2017 and establish a greater density o f leads, through our network
ing activities. Once this phase is completed, the operational plan will focus on addressing the supply
side of the park - to incentivize developers to FirstPark both operationally and financially. Through
this process, we hope to develop the remaining serviced lots (which total seven) by the time the debt
service is paid off. If we are successful in this effort, this will help with the on-going effort to eventu
ally position the KRDA so that it can operate independently at or about the time the existing long term
debt is paid off. The organization will be actively exploring, identifying and securing additional
forms o f revenue to place the organization in a position to compete with other regions in the US and
beyond.
From the Director’s Desk....
At the end of the FY we succeeded in securing a 2nd federal grant fund to support our marketing ef
forts. This activity has leveraged the marketing “surge” currently in place - which is intended to last
two funding cycles. The federal funding support initiates the prospect o f establishing a self-funded
marketing program by the time we complete paying off the existing debt service. These federal funds
and municipal support will be substituted by commission and sponsorship activity in time. If we can
achieve this goal sooner, it will provide allow us to shift the existing municipal support to developing
buildings on the park - and support the 2nd phase o f the operational plan.
Respectfully Submitted,
Brad Jackson
Executive Director

First Park Representatives
Stephen Monsulick Jr., resident member
Bruce Bourgoine, SB back-up
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Flo Drake stepped down, as planned, in October after 13 years as presi
dent of Readfield Historical Society (RHS). Bob Harris, vice president,
is filling that role until the election o f officers at the annual meeting in
March, when we fully expect he will be elected as our new president. In
Flo’s words “ .. .1 know that Bob and the board will continue the success
of RHS, in whatever manifestations that may take. I had been looking
for years for someone to take over for me, and I believe I chose wise
ly ...” Nominees for the 2017 election o f officers also include Andy
Tolman, VP; Mary Jernigan, Treas.; Dale Potter-Clark, Sec; Doreen Crocker; Nicole Danielson
and Jeanne Harris.
From Memorial through Labor Day weekends the RHS building was open Thursdays and Sat
urdays 10am-2pm. We were also open by appointment, an offer that is regularly utilized by
family researchers from out of town. Every summer visitors come from near and far to visit
RHS and 2016 was no exception. One of our guests, James Craig Kline o f VA, later posted on
the RHS Facebook page: “A d o n ’t miss location... A great museum, a treasure trove o f litera
ture, pictures, and a gracious, knowledgeable staff. ”
For several years the Readfield Elementary School (RES) third grade teachers have organized a
module on various aspects of Readfield history. This year Cassie Dunphy and Jennifer Tweedie instructed their students on how to study and write about various buildings in town, whether
their own homes or other structures of interest. They arranged for Dale Potter-Clark to visit
their classroom for a Q&A and to lead them on a walk near RES to explore and learn about an
old foundation. They visited the Readfield Union Meeting House where Marius Peladeau gave
them a tour. Then it was on to Kents Hill Cemetery where Dale led them on a specially de
signed activity that inspired them to explore and learn about some o f the local historic figures
buried there. Finally, the students spent a day at RHS where they experienced a 19th century
classroom, taught by retired RES teacher Nancy Plourde. This all generated enough enthusiasm
that several students asked to be RHS volunteers come summer.
Maranacook Adult and Community Education (MACE) history classes were offered in 2016
that included topics on “The rise and fall o f Readfield Depot. When and why was it a buzzing
community center?” and “When and how did Kents Hill village change from remote backcountry to a cultural and educational center?” More classes such as these will be offered in 2017
and, as in the past few years, registration fees will be applied towards the creation and installa
tion of historical site markers in Readfield.
Readfield History Walks were conducted in partnership with the Readfield Trails Committee
for the fifth year. In 2016 six (#33 through #38) were offered that included: Readfield Depot
village; Kents Hill Village; Readfield Town Forest; Mcdonald Woods; Readfield Union Meet
ing House; and the Readfield Comer Cemetery. A special walk and luncheon was done on Vet
erans’ Day in honor of our Veterans. The 2016 History W alks were planned in co-operation
with the Kennebec Land Trust; Torsey Memorial Church (Readfield United Methodist); Kents
Hill School; Readfield Union Meeting House; Readfield Cemetery Committee; Readfield Herit
age Days Committee; and the Readfield Select Board.
The Readfield Conservation Commission and Readfield Historical Society joined forces to
write a grant proposal to Kennebec Savings Bank in November. If awarded, grant monies
would have made it possible to complete development of the trail and the dam restoration on
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Mill Stream Road, as well as the creation and installation of historical site / interpretation signs
throughout town. The grant was not awarded but not all was lost. We now have an excellent tem
plate for future grants and collaborations of this nature.
RHS members William Adams and Dale Potter-Clark continue to research pre-1900 Readfield
houses and people who have lived in them. The end result will be their book on that topic but
there is another important outcome of this research. Readfield homeowners are invited to purchase
house circa signs and by doing so they will also receive a copy of the research completed on their
respective houses. Thus far twenty-one signs have been sold. Cost is $75 per sign for each home,
business or public building. In some cases these signs may also display a brief history of that
structure, such as the one near Readfield Comer that was the “Asa Gile Coffin Shop” before it was
moved to its present location and converted to a residence. Profits from the sale of circa signs is
applied towards the creation and installation of historical site markers in Readfield.
The Readfield Historical Site Markers fund is slowly growing. By the end of the year $4540 had
been raised towards the $16,000 goal. Donations made towards this project are being held in a
special reserve fund by RHS and are tax deductible.
We are using various modes to inform and stay in touch with members and people who have inter
est in Readfield History. In December we gave our newsletter a new look to include information
such as historical articles on various topics; a kids’ corner; tributes to some longstanding RHS
members; information about some summer visitors; prominent residents from the past; lots of
photos and more. Current members will receive newsletters such as this twice a year. On Facebook our number of followers increased by 65% in 2016. It has been an excellent tool for dissemi
nating information about upcoming events, historic photos, articles and networking with people
from all over the world. RHS charter member and historian Evelyn Potter is now our correspond
ing secretary. She will mail notes and get well, congratulatory, sympathy, special birthday cards
and the like to members and encourages anyone who knows o f someone who should receive such
a card to contact her at etap30@roadrunner.com or 685-3812. Finally, in 2017 we will build a
members’ email list, with which to convey news and notices about upcoming events.
The RHS Executive Committee will hold a “future planning session” in 2017. In 2001 such a ses
sion was held and since then nearly all the goals have been met. The process will include review
of the RHS mission, by-laws, strengths, challenges which will lead towards identifying what new
goals are important to consider for the future. This process was started in December when a sur
vey, that was included in the RHS newsletter, generated helpful feedback. Anyone who wishes to
give input for consideration as we move forward is encouraged to contact Bob Harris at 377-2299
or readfi el dhi stori cal @gmail.com.
Thank you to all who have supported RHS in 2016. Your
encouragement and interest in Readfield’s history is what
inspires us to grow and learn with and for you every day!

In April Dale Potter-Clark led a group on a tour of
Readfield Depot village and part of South Road
for Readfield History W alk #33.
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Donna H Wolfram, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools

Ryan Meserve
Special Education Director

Kancy Harrimac, Pb.D
Director of Curriculum, instruction & Assessment

Brigette Williams
Finance Manager

Tel. 2C't-685-3336

Fax 207-685-4703

March, 2017
Dear Community Members,
As we work through the bucget process. RSU #38 Schoo Board members and acrriristratcrs wrestle with the task of
creating a ba ance of what is best for students and what is fiscally responsible to the community. Yet as we continue
to examine and discuss each line n the budget, our stucients continue to amaze us w th the r cedica: on to the
various aspects of the r lives w ithin, and reaching outs ce of, the Mararacook Commur ty. The academ c social, and
emotional experiences that the citizens of RSU #38 provice our PreK-12v grade students promote this dedication and
success. For example, this year, through an extensive applicat on ard selection process, Jurior Maddie Tay or ard
Social Studies teacher, Mr Shane Gower “were recently chosen as one of 15 teams throughout the nat on to
partic pate in the Normandy Sacrifice for Freedom Institute. Each teacher ard studert team researches a fallen
soldier from their state who is buried in the Normandy American Cemetery, n June the teams wil vis t the Na: ona
Archives, the World War Two Memorial and the Smithsonian Institute in V\ ashirgton, DC "hen the teams travel on
to France to visit the Cemetery and D-Day beaches along with re ated museums. We are proud to have Madd e and
Shane represent RSU #38 and of their efforts to apply and be selectee for this exper ence and honor
Some of the other honors that h gh schoo students have achieved this year nc ude the recent class B State
Champ onship in Nordic ski ng for boys and girls, Zack Holman w nnmg State Champ onsbip in Class c Nordic ard
Laura Parent winning State Championship in Classic Nordic, RSU #3S g r s won the sportsmanship award in the -ecent
basketba I tourramert. In acd't on, MCHS student Ca tlin Logan was accepted nto the ACLA Summe-Advocacy
Institute at Georgetown University a week-long program that wi I feature speakers, seminars workshops, and
collaborat on with studerts from across the nation.
The many opportumt es for students in RSU #38 to become involved in the earning community, a erg with the
tremerdous efforts of staff and adm n strat on have resu ted in a continual irerease n the high school gracuat on
rate, That rate for FY15 was 91 09%, up from 82.11% in 2014, and 80 53% n 2C13. I am proud to announce tnat the
graduation rate for 2016 s up to 91 95% With the many chal enges that 'ace high schoo students today, this
continua increase is test mony to our ''caring school community ded cated to excellence.'
Recently students in the e ementary schoo s have increased their fitness skills as Rirgmaster Barbara Godfrey PE
teacher, had the students recreate a c'rcus and perform as jugg ers, stilt-walkers, p ate sp nners, and other circus
characters. Many of these students are also involved in reading nitiatives such as read a-thons in Manchester ard
Bikes for Books in Mt, Vernon
This year Maranacook Commun ty Middle Schoo students participated in Healthy Decis ons Day which was organized
by school course or Gwen Moh ar, schoo nurse Vicky Gabrion, and many other staff members, Students
participated in sessions that focused on topics such as making healthy decisions participat ng in healthy
re ationships, the influence of drugs and alcohol on brain development, and other ssues that students encounter.
Curriculum and assessment work in RSU #38 continue to focus on the deve opment of the proficiency-based diploma
system that is mandated by the state of Ma ne Teachers, academ c coaches, and the Director of Assessment,
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Curriculum, and Instruction continue to meet to develop a district-wide system that will ensure that al stucents have
the opportunity to meet proficiency standards. This year's 8: graders wvil be the first studerts who a-e requ red by
the state to meet prof ciency standards ir order to receive a Maranacook diploma. Several parent and community
meetings were schedu ed throughout the year in an effort to inform oa-ents about proficiency expectations.
In addition to focusing on curricu um ana assessment, teachers and admim$trators continue the fine-tuning of
instructional ski s. This year teachers in all build ngs participated in instructions rounds, identifying ' ookfcrs’ and
then followed up with discussions on student learning as evidenced in these rounds, "eachers and admin strators
exhibit their growth mindsets as tney continue to earn and grow as professionals. RSU #38 is truly a earning
community for al I

Enrollment data for the District - October 1. 2016 (does not inc ude ncr-resident tu tion studerts)
Town
Manchester
Mt. vernon
Readfie d
Wayne

Prel<
22
10
25
c
57

l<
34
14
24
9
81

1
28
19
29
12
88

2 3
28 21
24 IS
21 33
12 11
85 83

4
27
IS
31
11
85

5
30
IS
24
12
82

Sincerely

4X, $
Conna H, Wolfrom
Superinterdent of Schools

RSU#38 School Board Members
Crotteau, Kelly
06/30/2017
Morrell, Betty
06/30/2019
Roderick, Shawn
06/30/2018
Woodford, Adam
06/30/2017

Local School Board
Vacant
Knight, Caroline
Vacant

06/30/2019
06/30/2017
06/30/2018
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6 7 8
24 35 21
23 16 IS
30 28 34
9
6 18
86 85 91

9
22
14
28
15
79

10
28
11
29
15
83

11
27
17
31
14
89

12 Totals
35
382
15
231
28
395
6
15C
1158
84
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The initial reaction at the Union Meeting House during 2016
was thank you, thank you, thank you. The UM H’s mem
bers, friends, and corporate sponsors rose to the challenge o f
raising funds for the rebuilding o f the floor substructure in a
most gratifying manner. The floor supports had become so
rotted over the decades that it was no longer safe to use the
sanctuary for events (which eliminated a source o f income).
The Phase I work on the narthex was started in the fall and will be completed in the spring o f 2017.
(The narthex is the front part o f the building that contains the steeple, vestibules, staircases and
choir.) This entire portion had to be jacked up so that the deteriorated timbers could be taken out
and new ones inserted. It was a major project and the UMH Board is extremely pleased with the
care and precision demonstrated by the contractor, Maine Bam Company o f Edgecomb. The nar
thex work had to come first since many o f the beams that will rebuild the sanctuary floor tie into the
narthex timbers.
Membership renewal has been very pleasing and it seems as if the obvious need o f redoing the floor
struck a responsive chord with the building’s supporters. In addition, support from corporate spon
sors and donations from other friends helped the UMH raise sufficient funds to pay for Phase I.
UMH Board President, Marius B. Peladeau, wrote a grant in the spring to the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission and in the summer word was received that $25,000 was being awarded to
the UMH for Phase I.
This leaves Phase II— the sanctuary floor— for 2017. The sanctuary work will commence the sum
mer o f 2017 and be done— it is hoped— by early fall. It can be seen, therefore, that the fundraising
efforts by the UMH Board and the subsequent response from the building’s friends is what is made
possible the 2016 work. But having used its bank savings to pay for Phase I the Board is now in
vestigating ways to pay the $110,000 bill that will come due for Phase II at the end o f 2017. A
bank loan is being explored but that will ultimately have to be repaid so it is only a stop-gap meas
ure. Again, the Board will be depending on the loyalty o f those friends who love the Meeting
House and want to see it restored so that it can again become a center for community activities such
as concerts, lectures and other events that benefit the town o f Readfield and the surrounding area. If
you have not given to the UHM in 2017 now is the time to step forward and help move Phase II to
ward a successful conclusion.
Again: thank you, thank you, thank you.

Marius B. Peladeau, President
The Readfield Meeting House Co.
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Office of the Governor
#1 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0001
(207)287-3531 or 1-855-721-5203
Email: govemor@maine. gov

172 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202)224-2523 Fax (202) 224-1946
Email: collins. senate.gov@senatorcollins
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A &

188 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202)224-5344 Fax (202) 224-1946
Email: king.senate.gov@SenAngusKing

A
W
# A

1318 Longworth HOB
Washington, DC 20515
(202)225-6116 Fax (202) 225-5590
House District #81
192 Annabessacook Road
Winthrop, Maine 04349
Home: (207) 377-3276 Fax: 377-3226
State Representative Office 1-800-423-2900
Email: RepCraig.Hickman@legislature.maine.gov
Senate District #14
3 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04330-0003
Senate Office: (207) 287-1515 or (207)776-5404
Email: shenna.bellows@legislature.maine.gov
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I ST A T E H O U S E S T A T IO N

Paul R LaFags

•

GOVERNOR

Dear Citizens of Readfield:
Maine has a long tradition of civil participation in both state and local government, and I thank
you for being informed and involved citizens.

r \

My vision for Maine is prosperity, not poverty. For this reason, one of my top priorities
continues to be the reduction and eventual elimination of the income tax. Raising the minimum
wage is not the path out of poverty; I want Mainers to earn a career wage. Reducing the income
tax is the biggest and most immediate pay raise for all hard-working Mainers,

/'“N

Not only does an income tax cut put more money back in your pockets, but it will also attract
businesses that can offer good-paying careers to keep our young people here. It shows the nation
that we are serious about wanting people and businesses to come— and stay— in Maine.

r \

Unfortunately, voters approved a referendum question to raise the income tax to 10.15% on
successful Maine households and small businesses. Enacting the second highest income tax rate
in the country shows the nation we are eager to punish people for being successful. It will drive
them out of our state and make it even more difficult to attract much-needed doctors, dentists,
scientists, engineers and other professionals to Maine. They can live in neighboring Now
Hampshire, which takes no income tax from their paychecks. Even worse, there is no guarantee
the extra revenue from this tax will go to fund education, as proponents promised.
As successful people leave Maine, state and municipal government will lose the significant
amount they pay in property, sales and incomes taxes. This will put even more upward pressure
on local property taxes. Municipalities will have to get more creative to provide local services
without increasing property taxes. Reforming the tree growth program, collecting property taxes
on land in conservation or preservation programs, charging a payment in lieu of taxes on state
land that is taken off the property tax rolls and having non-profit organizations pay a two-percent
tax on their net revenues are all ways for municipalities to increase revenues.
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Such bold measures would take strong leadership and commitment from local officials and
residents. If ever I can be of assistance to you or if you have any questions or suggestions, I
encourage you to contact my office by calling 287-3531 or by visiting our website at
www.maine.gov/governor.
Sincerely,

Paul R. LePage
Governor

P t O N E i (1071 1B7-353I (Voice)
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Dear Friends:
It is an honor to represent Maine in the United States Senate. I am grateful for the trust the people of
our State have placed in me and welcome this opportunity to share some key accomplishments.
Growing our economy by encouraging job creation remains a top priority. The tax relief bill enacted
during this last Congress contains provisions I authored to provide small businesses with the certainty that
they need to invest, grow, and, most important, hire new workers. The 2017 National Defense Authorization
Act includes a provision the Maine delegation worked together to champion requiring that military recruits
be provided with athletic footwear made in America, as is required for other equipment and uniform items
whenever possible. This is a great victory for our troops and for the 900 skilled workers at New Balance fac
tories here in Maine.
Maine’s contributions to our national security stretch from Kittery to Limestone. As a senior member of
the Appropriations Committee, I successfully advocated for critical funding for projects at the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard and Si billion towards the construction of an additional ship that will likely be built at Bath
Iron Works. This funding will strengthen the Navy and our national security, and the additional destroyer
will help meet the Navy’s goal of a 355-ship fleet.
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Maine’s growing population of older individuals creates many challenges. That’s why, as Chairman of
the Senate Aging Committee, my top three priorities are fighting fraud and financial abuse directed at our
nation’s seniors, increasing investments in biomedical research, and improving retirement security.
The Aging Committee’s toll-free hotline (1-855-303-9470) makes it easier for senior citizens to report
suspected fraud and receive assistance. Last May, a call to the hotline helped lead to the arrest of a national
crime ring targeting seniors, and in June I worked to secure the humanitarian release of a Maine senior who
had been imprisoned in Spain after being victimized by an international drug smuggling scam.
The Aging Committee also released an extensive report detailing the findings of our bipartisan investi
gation into the abrupt and dramatic price increases for prescription drugs whose patents expired long ago.
I advocated strongly for the $2 billion increase in funding for the National Institutes of Health to ad
vance research on such diseases as diabetes and Alzheimer’s. I also championed and authored portions of the
21st Century Cures Act that will further support biomedical innovation and make significant reforms to our
mental health system.
The Senate also took steps in the past year to combat the nation’s heroin and opioid epidemic by passing
the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA), which I was proud to cosponsor. CARA is a
monumental step forward in our effort to address the devastating addiction crisis affecting countless families
and communities across the country and right here in Maine.
A Maine value that always guides me is our unsurpassed work ethic. In December 2016,1 cast my
6,236th consecutive vote, continuing my record of never missing a roll-call vote since my Senate service be
gan in 1997.
I appreciate the opportunity to serve Readfield and Maine in the United States
Senate. If ever I can be of assistance to you, please contact my Augusta state of
fice at (207) 622-8414 or visit my website at www.collins.senate.gov. May 2017
be a good year for you, your family, your community, and our state.
Sincerely,
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Susan M. Collins
United States Senator
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Dear Friends of Readfield,
Since being sworn into the Senate in 2013,1 have made it my mission to address at the federal level the most
important issues facing our great state. Working closely with my colleagues in the Maine Congressional
Delegation, we’ve been able to successfully secure a number of legislative victories that support our state’s
economy, our rich traditions, and the hardworking people I am proud to represent.
In an increasingly polarized Congress, my goal as an Independent is to put partisanship aside, build consensus
and further common-sense solutions to address the needs of the American people. To this end, I have co
founded the Former Governors Caucus, a group of former state executives who are frustrated with legislative
gridlock and eager to find bipartisan solutions. And as always, I aim to bridge the partisan divide by hosting
barbeque dinners in Washington with colleagues ranging from Ted Cruz to Elizabeth Warren. If you know a
person’s children, then you see them as a mother or father and not a rival vote, and working to further
personal dialogue and build relationships can lay the foundation for successful legislation.
One of the accomplishments o f which I am most proud is the legislative victory that protects our college
students and their families from an expensive hike in student loan interest rates. In 2013, as students faced a
significant spike in interest rates that would have taken thousands of dollars out o f their pockets, I brought
together colleagues from across the political spectrum to broker compromise legislation called the Bipartisan
Student Loan Certainty Act. Thanks to this bill, students will save $50 billion over the next 10 years by
lowering their interest rates, which means that a student in Maine will now save between $3,000 and $6,000
over the life of their loan.
Being an Independent in the Senate has allowed me to make calls and vote on policies that are best for Maine,
but it has also made it possible to play key roles in finding simple solutions and legislative fixes that make
good commonsense to both parties. O f course, much of what we do in the Senate doesn’t happen on the
Senate floor, or even in committee. Instead, it involves working across all levels o f government to ensure the
State of Maine receives attention and support from the federal government.
Take, for example, the opioid and heroin epidemic devastating communities across our state. While Congress
has passed legislative solutions aimed at expanding access to medical treatment, I’ve also pressed for other
changes that can be accomplished more quickly and make a more immediate difference in Maine. For
example, I successfully urged the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to increase the number of
patients to whom a doctor can provide medication-assisted treatment, and in 2015 brought the Director of
the Office o f National Drug Control Policy to Brewer to meet directly with Mainers and hear their stories.
I’ve also engaged law enforcement - including the Drug Enforcement Agency - to crack down on the
production of opioids and work to limit their diversion. Together, Senator Collins and I helped pass the
N orthern Border Security Review Act to combat drug and human trafficking along our border with Canada.
While the opioid epidemic is certainly our biggest public health crisis, job loss in Maine is still our number
one economic problem and that’s why we need to focus on bringing good paying jobs back to Maine and
protecting the ones we still have. As a member of the Armed Services Committee, I teamed up with Senator
Collins and Representative Poliquin to successfully secure a provision in the defense bill that can help
domestic shoe manufacturers like New Balance. The three of us also worked together with the Department
o f Commerce to establish an Economic Development Assessment Team, known as an E D AT, to assist
Maine’s forest industry in the wake o f several mill closures. We have an incredible spirit o f innovation and
ingenuity in Maine and I believe finding ways to invest in that spirit will reignite Maine’s forest products
sector and our economy. Part o f our economic path forward must also include expanding access to high
speed broadband, which can help connect our businesses and communities to information and economic
opportunities.
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As a member of the Senate Armed Services and Intelligence Committees, I work to keep Maine and our
nation safe. Part of that important work means continuing to work for funding for the construction of Navy
ships that will be used to protect American interests across the globe. We all know that “Bath Built is Best
Built,” which is why I’ve fought to authorize funding for Navy ships built at BIW. The best way to preserve
peace is by deterring war through unassailable strength, and to do that we must support our shipbuilders and
our brave service members and invest in our military. I strive to meet this solemn responsibly every day as a
member of these committees, which is why I hardly ever miss a hearing and take great care in overseeing the
agencies sworn to keep us safe. Armed Services Chairman John McCain called me “one of the most serious
and hard-working members” of the Committee, and that’s a humbling compliment from a true American
hero.
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As always, please call or write me with thoughts or concerns with matters currendy before Congress, or if you
need assistance navigating a federal agency. As a public servant, it is critical to me to listen and learn from
you, which is why staying connected with people from all over our beautiful state remains a top priority for
my work in the Senate. Please call my toll-free line at 1-800-432-1599 or one my offices: Augusta: (207)6228292, Bangor: (207)945-8000, Presque Isle (207)764-5124, Scarborough (207)883-1588, or Washington, D.C.
(202)224-5344. You can also write me on our website at www.king.senate.gov/contact.
It is an honor and a privilege serving the people of Maine in the Senate, and I look forward to working with
you in our search for a more perfect Union.

J ✓

United States Senator
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Dear Friend,

s. J
I hope this letter finds you well. It's a privilege to share an update on my w ork to represent you
and your family in W ashington and in Maine.
As always, the interests of my constituents are w hat guide my work. There are many things I could
talk about in that regard. But 1 w ant to focus here on one issue of particular im portance—
economic development. Having good-paying jobs allows future generations to make this
wonderful state their home. With that goal in mind, I'm working to address Maine's economic
challenges and capitalize on its opportunities.
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One such opportunity is agriculture, w here Maine is bucking national trends. The average age of
our farm ers is actually going down while acreage in cultivation is going up. Consumer dem and for
local food is driving that growth. I've been successful in reform ing federal policies to help farm ers
and processors m eet that demand. My work will continue this year as Congress reauthorizes the
Farm Bill.
I'm also working to support jobs in our coastal communities. Last year, I helped block Sweden’s
proposed ban on the export of Maine lobsters to the European Union. I also introduced legislation
to lift unnecessary regulations on seafood exporters and invest in working w aterfront
infrastructure.
On the House A ppropriations Committee, I'm defending federal program s that support jobs
throughout Maine. These program s invest in w orthy projects that are beyond the reach of private,
municipal, or state resources. In our state, they provide loans to small businesses, clean polluted
sites for redevelopm ent, find new m arketable uses for Maine's natural resources, build broadband
infrastructure, and much more.
Aside from economic development, advocating for Maine veterans is one of my highest priorities.
With Congress' current agenda, I'm also fighting to defend Medicare and Social Security, protect
clean air and w ater, and ensure that our comm unities have the resources to address hunger,
hom elessness and lack of health care access.
Just as im portant as my policy w ork in W ashington is w hat my office does to help individuals in
Maine. Every year, my staff helps hundreds of constituents who have issues with federal agencies
or program s. Please call my Portland office at (207) 774-5019 for assistance. It's an honor to serve
you.

>
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Deal Friends and Residents of Readfield.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve as your Stare Senat.01 I am honored and humbled that I
have been chosen to represent you and your interests in Augusta I promise to work hard on your
behalf
The upcoming legislative session is shaping up to be a busy one 1 have been appointed to serve
on the Legislatuie’s Labor Commerce, Research, and Economic Development Committee On
the committee. I will fight foi economic fairness to move Maine’s economy fciward foi
everyone I'll prioritize lesearch and development that will encourage new job creation And I'll
work hard to suppoit small businesses while protecting workers' rights By supposing both
workers and businesses, we can grow our economy sustainably and build a more prosperous
future for our legion and the state
Over the last few months, I heard fiorn mail}’ of you who are concerned about rising property
taxes because of the state’s failure to pay its fan share back to the towns and cities I have
submitted a bill to bung back fairness to Maine's tevenue sharing and reduce the burden on local
property owners. This is one of several bills I have introduced to address economic development,
healthcare, child hunger, retirement benefits and election integrity
I am also reaching out to Republican. Democratic and Independent colleagues to cosponsoi
important initiatives like reducing arsenic in Maine wells I am excited to woik to build
bipartisan coalitions to get tilings clone We may not always agree, but I am always willing to
listen and learn from all sides
I welcome your perspectives on the issues facing our state I can be reached on my cell at (20"')
""6-5404 or at the State House at (207; 2S7-1515. Please feel free to email me anytime at
. I also encourage you to sign up to receive my regular
legislative updates Goto
to join my mailing list.
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Fax, (207) 287-1585
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TTY (207) 287-1583 * Message Service 1-80Q-423-690Q
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Web Site, legislature.matne.gov/senate
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2 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE 0433 3-0002
(207)287-1400
TTY: (207) 287-4469

Craig V. Hickman

V

of

1.92 Auoabessacook Road
Winthrop, ME 04364
Residence: (207) 377-3276
Fax:
(2 0 7 )3 7 7 -3 2 2 6
C I'aig. Hic k man @ 1eg is1a lure.mai tie .gov

A A
Dear Neighbor:
Thank you for the opportunity to serve the good people of Readfield in the Maine House of
Representatives during the 128th Legislature. It remains the highest honor of my life.
Our work over the coming months will include consideration of thousands of bills submitted by
lawmakers across Maine. We must craft and pass a balanced biennial budget to fund state
government and the state’s commitments, including to our local communities.

s. >

I will work hard to find common ground on important public policy issues, especially those that
come before the committees to which I have been appointed, the Joint Standing Committee on
Veterans and Legal Affairs and the Joint Select Committee on Marijuana Legalization
Implementation.
My top priorities include ensuring that every Mainer has access to wholesome food,
strengthening our state’s economy, reforming our outdated tax code, and protecting our precious
natural resources. I know we can find the best solutions to the challenges we face as a state
through bipartisan consensus building and civility.
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As always, I welcome your thoughts regarding the challenges we face in our communities and
across our state. Your input helps me do the best work for our district.
Please contact me with questions or concerns related to our state government or any legislation
before us this session. You can reach me by phone at (207) 377-3276 or email me at
craig.hickman@legislature.maine.gov. I also send out periodic email updates on my work at the
State House, so please send me your email address if you would like to receive my updates.
Take care of your blessings,

<

'Craig Hickman
State Representative

District 81

Monmouth (part), Readfield and Winthrop
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"‘f ir s t to Serve ~ 1799'

Office of the Sheriff
Kennebec County, Maine

Ken Mason, Sheriff
Alfred G. Morin, Chief Deputy

Captain Christopher S- Cowan
Law Enforcement
125 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone (207) 623-3614
Fax (207) 623-6387

Captain Marsha J. Alexander
Corrections Administrator
115 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04330
Telephone (207) 623-2270
Fax (207) 623-8787

January 9, 2017

The Kennebec County Sheriffs Office is pleased to make the following report regarding the
services we provided to the people of Kennebec County in 2016. These services include the Law
Enforcement Division, Corrections’ Services, Civil Process, Court Security and Transport
Division. We provided many regional assets to our communities including Drug Investigations,
K-9, Dive Team, Sex Offender Registry, Veterans Advocacy, Accident Reconstruction and the
Special Response Team.
In 2016 nineteen Deputy Sheriffs serving in the Law Enforcement Division both in full-time
and part-time capacity responded to over 16,000 calls for service. As a result deputies made 920
arrests, issued 665 traffic summonses, and responded to 537 motor vehicle accidents. Deputy
Sheriffs also responded to 616 alarms, 174 domestic disturbances, and assisted other agencies
771 times. Deputies and Detectives made 81 drug seizures, o f which most were opiate related.
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Our Civil Process deputies serve documents from a number o f legal agencies, state agencies,
lawyers’ offices and other entities. In 2016, the four deputies served 7,076 documents or legal
papers to the citizens o f Kennebec County.
During the past year, our Correctional Facility managed 3,212 inmates, 226 less than last
year. The offenses committed by defendants included everything from Burglaries to Homicides.
Substance abuse and the proper treatment of citizens with mental illness continue to be two
primary concerns at the Correctional Facility. With the help from many members o f the
Kennebec County delegation, we were able to secure funding for the CARA (Criminogenic
Addiction Recovery Academy) Program within the State biannual budget. CARA was delayed
for several months because of the long delay in financing. We were still able to complete three
CARA program courses helping 29 inmates with the treatment and recovery process.
Inmates at the Kennebec County Correctional Facility are asked to work and earn time off
their sentences if applicable, inmates who are considered to be a risk to the community work
inside the facility cleaning and cooking, while others are supervised on outside projects. For
every two days worked, one day is reduced from their sentence, resulting in a $451,077 bed day
savings to the citizens o f Kennebec County. Throughout 2016, inmates worked 10,069
community service hours, valued at approximately $75,523. Our inmates raised 25,020 pounds
o f produce and gleaned 10,075 pounds o f produce for the Imnate kitchen, area food pantries,
churches, homeless shelters, schools and elder programs in 2016.
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Ken Mason, Sheriff

Office of the Sheriff
Kennebec County, Maine

Alfred G. Morin, Chief Deputy

In December, renovation construction began in the former indoor recreation yard of the
correctional facility. The renovations will increase the capacity of the facility by 21 beds. This
will allow us to house inmates that are currently boarded at other correctional facilities. Within
18 months the cost of the renovations will pay for itself, as we will not be paying boarding fees
to other facilities.
We are committed to providing innovative programs to reduce crimes, assist victims, and to
provide enhanced public safety. We acknowledge the ever-growing opiate addiction problem
nationwide and have committed to partnerships at the Federal, State and Local levels to combat
this problem. Our approach is aggressive enforcement, education, treatment and recovery for
those afflicted with this horrible addiction.
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Another problem facing law enforcement throughout our great nation is distracted driving.
Highway fatalities and serious injuries have soared as a result of individuals using electronic
devices when operating a motor vehicle. Please do not be a statistic or make others a statistic
because of carelessness.
As your Sheriff, and moving forward in 2017, my focus will be exclusively on the people of
Kennebec County and my fellow employees within the Sheriffs Office.
*
I ’*•
^ \S - ‘
Ken* Mason. Sheriff
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114676 Avery Lane LLC
H AIIeborn Douglas A
20 Ames Peter
822Angell Johnathan Angell Anne
27 Ashby Leroy J
1862 Atwood Traci A
1013 B&S Construction, Inc.
1179 Ballard, Michelle S.
678 Barnes Nancy D
976 Barrows Amy Jo
1673 Barrows Amy Jo
788 Barter Warren Jr Barter Linda
611 Belle Vue Farm LLC
1259 Berry Dawn E
1 0 0 Berube Mason Katie L.
651 Bethanis Peter N Bethanis Sandra C
1160 Big White Barn LLC
710 Billington Lisa L.
14 Blake Michael J
687 Boucher, Kevin J. Boucher, Noreen L.
1445 Bourque Megan S
117 Brick Gregory Brick Amy
257 Brush Catherine
151 Busque Odeth
819Cahn Russell D
980Cahn Russell D Cahn Tracey L
1520Chandler, Jr. Bruce, Chandler, Antoinia L.

76 AVERY LANE
T A LL TIM BERS ROAD
1326 MAIN S T R E E T
Q U IET HARBOR
8 G ILE S ROAD
25 BRAINARD ROAD
139 LA KESID E FARM ROAD
82 T O R SE Y SH O RES ROAD
25 OLD KENTS H ILL ROAD
127 THO RP SHO RES ROAD
THO RP SH O RES ROAD
339 LUCE ROAD FL
1625 MAIN S T R E E T
479 W INTHROP ROAD
30 Red Sox Drive
50 NORTH WAYNE ROAD
169 SOUTH ROAD
38 MARDEN ROAD
98 MAIN S T R E E T
110 PLAINS ROAD
95 LUCE ROAD
Q U IET HARBOR
59 PLAINS ROAD
1 R U SSELL S T R E E T
1052 MAIN S T R E E T
1046 MAIN S T R E E T
57 SA D IE DUNN ROAD

4,191.99
564.56
2,032.19
433.92
1,162.54
1,480.75
3,556.34
2,239.21
1,195.09
1,104.36
70.57
1,464.54
2,709.92
703.91
2,267.50
2,090.05
1,950.51
1,562.11
2,597.63
1,788.11
3,970.37
452.65
2,184.06
379.36
448.91
496.59
1,460.86

894Cantone Gina (Trustee) Cantone Natasha (Trustee)
451 Carpenter(Cerrl) Elizabeth C/O Carpenter Shine
173 Carter V in e m G Carter Ralph N Jr
171 Carver Kenneth H
1343 Chick Keith J Chick Laurie L
1327 Choate Richard W
773 Clark Robert B Jr Clark Kriitie F
2017Colpitt Iireal T
221 Cormier Michael F
227 Cormier Michael F
230Cote Carl A
944Cre§§man Frederick i Creiiman Carol A
224Cundiff Julie L Cundiff Ian Y
791Curti§ Matthew J
lliC u r t ii Matthew J
260Cu§hing John F
263 Cushing Patrick J II Cushing Almee J
2101D 1 Rentals
270Dabareiner Larry C Dabareiner Katherine A

23 CHANDLER DRIVE
MARANACOOK SHORE ROAD
86 NORTH ROAD
96 THORP SHORES ROAD
353 STURTEVANT HILL ROAD
137 TORSEY SHORES ROAD
701 MAIN STREET
172 PLAINS ROAD
TORSEY SHORES ROAD
174 TORSEY SHORES ROAD
21 CENTER ISLAND
16 TORSEY SHORES ROAD
421 PLAINS ROAD
104 MAIN STREET
31 TERRACE ROAD
32 RODDY LANE
40 WALKER ROAD

1,234.15
468.27
2,343.17
2,395.55
2,771.66
122.64
4,614.02
619.12
1,107.19
1,177.79
472.97
2,111.96
1,260.17
643.61
191.22
3,372.41
937.41
719.36
11:44
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1052 Davis, Lindsay
221 Derosby Craig A Derosby Tam ara J
2127 Doody Scott A Doody Jessica S
1800 Douin Jessica
912 Drake Terry
989 Dubois Duane H
1717 Dulac Godfrey Dulac Valerie
330 Dunn Lawrence Dunn Sharon
1764 Dunn Matthew Dunn Cathy
1276 Dupuis Jean
1067 Dupuis John R
1870 Dyer Karl Dyer Angela D
1814 Edgecomb Theresa
1534Edgecom b, Mark A.
334 Edgecomb, Mark A.
296 Ehiorobo, Eliot Connor-Ehiorobo, Juanita

2 MOUNTAIN VIEW LANE
247 CHIM NEY ROAD
off Sylvester Lane
354 PLAINS ROAD
FOGG ROAD
253 STAN LEY ROAD
120 NORTH ROAD
260 OLD KENTS H ILL ROAD
22 TERR A CE ROAD
72 W INTHROP ROAD
144 T O U IS S E T PO IN T ROAD
22 TERRAPIN DRIVE
22 EDGECOMB DRIVE
473 GORDEN ROAD
24 EDGECOMB DRIVE
NORTH ROAD

3,227.28
7,239.14
164.97
2.458.88
443.41
1,075.76
1.438.88
2.921.73
1,015.72
1.311.74
4,260.40
2,146.20
1.15
1,326.05
1,762.66
547.82

1572 Elllngwood Stanley G Elllngwood Sylvia C
336 Elllngwood Stanley G Elllngwood Sylvia C
2139 Elllngwood, Stanley Elllngwood, Sylvia
2138 illingweed, Stanley Elllngwood, Sylvia
2137 illingweed, Stanley II
, Sylvia
l i l i illingweed, Stanley il
ylvia
111! illingweed, Stanley il ngwood, iylvia
1114 illingweed,
iylvia
1140 illingweed, Hanley
iylvia
l i l Emmet M e A Payten Jayne M
lilE P tha, EBaplene
1017 ivan§ Tina 1 ivan§ Renald §
1411 Peagin James R Peagin Evelyn §
liliP eppel frank H Peppel Elise
1101 Pike ipanden E Pike Jessiea 1=
!04§Pike ipanden E Pike Jessiea L
171 Pegg Timothy

TOUISSET POINT ROAD
112 TOUISSET POINT ROAD
Toulsset Point Road
Teuinet Point Read
Teuinet Point Road
T o u im t Point Road
Teui§§et Point Read
Teuiiiet Point Read
T@yi§§et Peint Read
H i m PINE! LANE

355.70
1,390.24
219.67
238.14
231.14

141 rnm
rnmm

100 PLAIN! m
m
§7 T@R!E¥ !H©RE!R©A§
107 MENAT©MAgAMPR©A§
174 § hur § h m m
§ hur § h m m
i n § hur § h m
m

10 N@gii pgiNT m
m
171 gNIMNEY m
m
171 PLAIN! m
m
141 p rib § e m
m
1 PALLIN§ PINE! LANE
01 MARANAE§§k §H©RE R©A§
0TURTEVANT NILE R©AB
4§ leb§ ew©©b mm
mm§treet
§ abell m
m
411 §TURTEVANT HILL m
m
HARMONY HILL! R©A§
11 §RiiLEY LANE

l§0Pel§em Redept E & Elaine § Jeint Living Tfu§i
!40Peptin Miehael Peptin ia te in e
401Ppen§h Ueyd APpengh Lepi A
$ lilppehmdepi Epig kelly gelleen M
s 701 Pylmep Je§§dh
$ 1§1 Pufr§§§ kathy A
$ 111 Pyl§FMe§EPyl§F Linda
t l§l§§ilsuEh Mighul P gimiFSR k§lli§ A
t 0§1 §§RR§tt @§Rii
t §§m§|gh, Matthiw R
t §§1 §80dill, RiEhiFd E¥8UR| §hiF8R M
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1117§8Ffy §§Rdra
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Balance Due
w/ Interest

Acct Year
463Goucher Audrey M
462 Goucher Ted Forest Products Inc
1473 Great Northern Motorworks
610 Great Northern Motorworks LLC
1047 Grondin Daniel R Grondin Cathy A
759Guim ont Carol A
240 Hagelin John D Hagelin Leanne A
1750 Hanson Diane
1092H arger Brian C Harger Kathleen I
1593Harriman David E Dube Karen A
1421 Harriman David E
502Harriman David E
500 Harriman David E Harriman Daniel O
537 Harrington Michael C Sr.
1613 Harris Dorothy
535 Harrison Jane E & Flnanger Lori L& Herrmann
1768 Hawes Kevin
389 Hitndlmayr Mark
1898 Higgins Brendan R.
545 Hllller Gordon E
765 Hopkins, Terry
562 Horne Scott L
13 Hounsell Kathleen B
344 Hounsell Kathleen B
572 Hutchings Wendy
985 Hutchinson Kristina M
157 Iredale Nancy
1729 Jackson Joseph R Jackson Stacey C
1617 Kanttn Charles i Jr Kanten Daphne E

LAND
TOWN FARM ROAD

1,690.48
809.98

1697 MAIN S T R E E T
MAIN S T R E E T
178 TO R SE Y SHO RES ROAD
52 CHURCH ROAD
1563 MAIN S T R E E T
197 PLAINS ROAD
37 TH U N D ERCASTLE ROAD
47 CEN TER ISLAND
157 W INTHROP ROAD
67 W INTHROP ROAD
75 W INTHROP ROAD
324 GORDEN ROAD
131 MENATOMA CAMP ROAD
97 MENATOMA CAMP ROAD
STANLEY ROAD- TG
1095 MAIN S TR E ET
15 DRAGONFLY LANE
1087 MAIN S T R E E T
1060 MAIN S T R E E T
W ALKER ROAD
GORDEN ROAD
352 GORDEN ROAD
400 STURTEVANT H ILL ROAD
17 G ILE S ROAD
BIRCH ISLAND
313 PLAINS ROAD
16 HUNTS LANE

3,499.21
92.37
1.47
1,967.61
3,966.41
479.80
1,579.05
2,305.20
3,738.94
2.167.79
2,735.50
2,882.34
1,169.70
1,843.83
6.78
763.46
391.22
1,009.97
2.440.80
238.66
125.63
3,748.64
1.59
314.75
1,494.38
0.81
4,556.16

978Kar§tan=ieek, Wendy D.
i l l Keating iinjam in F Keating Cynthia 1
1717 Kelley Henry A
117 Kelley Henry A

THORP SHORES ROAD
41 PLAINS ROAD
111 MACii COTTAOi ROAD
111 MACii COTTACI ROAD
111 ITANLIY ROAD
main m m
§0 LUCAIVILLI LAN!
I l l NORTH ROAD
114 TORIIY IHORi
§1 @A¥ ROAD
71 THUNDIRCAITLi ROAD
17 @A¥ ROAD
§1§ PLAIN! ROAD
1707 main m m
111 ©ORDEN ROAD
§1© PIN !! LAN!
10 BROADVIEW H@f§ DRIVE

616.13
374.94
1:14

§0i Kendall igtate ©f Pauline True, Limine Pen
1017 Kent! Hill ©nhardi lm
-.
1701 King Lm\ Ann
i0§lK©py§D©nald 1=
iiiK u ti larry 1= M i iandra 3
iiiL a n e n Rigkaid, hein k deviieei
71ll=awpen©eJ©hnT
171 heighten RedeFt D L§ig ht©n lennie
l 0§L§ight©n, Devin R; Leighten, grand i
1130 Utile Bugket LL§
4§0L§gke RedinE
1117L88n€§veRent§l§, LL§
§§lL8ughTh§ma§3
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Balance Due
w/ Interest

Acct Year

705 Lucas James
712 Lucas Robert L Jr Lucas Michelle
1454 Lucas Robert L Sr
1889 Lucas Robert L Sr
1890 Lucas Robert L Sr. Lucas Inez L
1455 Lucas Scott
714 Lucas Scott
844Madison Donna M. Bartlett Sr. Roy M.
1145 Mank Lee Mank Amanda
152 Maranacook Motors
761 Mascia Christopher Mascia, Jessica

PLAINS ROAD
54 PLAINS ROAD
PLAINS ROAD
PLAINS ROAD
90 PLAINS ROAD
113 PLAINS ROAD
283 PLAINS ROAD
2 GAY ROAD
1288 MAIN STREET
765 MAIN STREET
372 QUIET HARBOR

321.82
1,102.88
27.12
678.00
2,617.98
1,383.12
833.49
160.17
1.40
1,583.81
1.55

1215 McClure Aaron McClure Sara C
777 McCurdy John L Allison Cynthia L
7 7 8 McDonough Michael McDonough Joanne M
786 McHugh Patrick J
789McKenney Herbert G
1397McPhedran Thom as F Hazzard Karen
820 Mllllken Elizabeth Smart
429 Mlnoty, Dawn Neptune, Edward
830Mondlcs Robert B devisees Smith Celia
848 Morrow David B
308 Moskowltz Anna
1094 Mrazlk Jeffrey Mrazlk Gloria
1433 Munson Edward
18 54Munson id w ird
857 Murray Thom as J Ftrrari Carol A
2122 Neptune, Edward
875 Ntwman Thom as O
534Ntwton Jam es 1 Newton Cynthia W
6 3 3 Oakes Robert D Oakes Laurie A
1503 Orr Janet
412 Palmer Brady R
854 Parks Thelma
690 Parks, Alfred R,
495 Perkins Theodore A Perkins Tam m y S
1482 Perkins, Tam m y S,
1076 Perry Hugh 8i Bitter Janice P 1/2 Interest Sage
937 Pinkham George & Isabel

16 POOLE ROAD
144 MARANACOOK SHORE ROAD
73 MENATOMA CAMP ROAD
51 NORTH CAMPERS POINT ROAD
330 MAIN S TR E ET
18 TALLW OOD DRIVE/SHOP
19 R U SSELL S TR E ET
W INGS M ILLS ROAD
125 MAIN S TR E ET
44 CHURCH ROAD
824 MAIN S T R E E T
1030 MAIN S T R E E T
492 MAIN S T R E E T FL
STANLEY ROAD FL87
125 MARANACOOK SH O RE ROAD
7 Wings Mill Road
460 MAIN S T R E E T
132 PACKARD SH O RES ROAD
375 STURTEVANT H ILL ROAD
447 CHURCH ROAD
1141 MAIN S TR E ET
161 P RIDGE ROAD
773 MAIN S T R E E T
127 BEANS M ILLS ROAD
TO R SEY POND
120 BIG PIN ES LANE
216 NORTH ROAD
135 MAIN f T R E f T
454 PLAINS ROAD
29 LUCASVILLE LANE

5,006.80
2,001.46
757.93
386.27
308.10
315.54
1,903.82
730.88
1,287.30
2,582.84
2,865.52
6,756.42
1,916.48
88.59
82.30
806.87
1,195.36
3.10
717.78
462.85
1,175.20
1,934.56
1,994.22
1,884.48
70.98
1.39
750.32
1,463.45
1,267.41
1,533,45
1,997:14
1,926.02
422,49
42.49
195.41
4,117,44
1,304,15

935 Porcupine Trail LLC
1524 Poteher Elaine Lucas
1456Poulin Carrie D Poulin Kenneth G
2021 Poulin Francis A,
973 Prince Daniel W Jr Prince Helen P
1101 Putnam, Philip Putnam, Kathryn
2011 Quarry Drive lead Asseciatien
1401 Quist David J Gannett Genie
991 Readfield Family Market
997 Readfield United Methodist Church

POULIN DRIVE
46 CHANDLER DRIVE
721 MAIN ITREET
Quarry Drive
MAIN S T R E E T
1142 MAIN IT R E E T
1177 MAIN IT R E E T
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Balance Due
w/ Interest

Acct Year

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

521 Rec Nominee Realty Trust
1007 Regan Eileen Marie
1873 Richards Suzanne
1019 Risen Isadore I Revocable Trust,
1866Rosburg Virginia C
1564Rourke-Parks Nancy
715 Savage Eric Peaslee Melissa
1904Sederlund Elaine H
1109 Sharkey Penny Ann
145 Sherman, David Sherman, Deanna
1239Simeoni, James D. Simeoni, Nola M.
1124 Simons Ronald C Simons Susan J
1128 Siracusa Richard Jr
249 Smith Kenneth 0
2149 Smith, Dana Smith, Joy
1220Sparda, Andrew Sparda, Jennifer
1757Spearin Nina A
1174 Stephens Richard W Stephens Linda M
323 Stevenson Daniel B McKechnie Suzanne
1178 Stewart Nancy B. Stewart Richard R.
1191 Strong George Alan
834 Sullivan William
901 Syntiro
1578Tedrick Phillip D
1212Thompson Virginia H.
1231Trearchis George Trearchis Thespina
1240Tukey James E Tukey Linda P
1921 Turner Terry E
1243Twitchell John Twitchell Lynn
1816Varney Donald C Carroll Barbara
155Violette Ronald
850Weibel Frederick J
1821 Wells Bethany
1311 Whitcomb Cyrus E Whitcomb, Barbara A
1312 Whitcomb Cyrus E Whitcomb Barbara A
1517 Whitcomb Cyrus E Whitcomb Barbara A
2032 Wilcox Richard Wilcox Louise
1568 Willman Jana L Willman Dale R
2131 YOUNG SANDRA
487 Zarella Sherry Ashby Joan
1365 Zarella Vincent

Total for 227
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82 BEANS MILLS ROAD
109 MENATOMA CAMP ROAD
18 FOUR WINDS DRIVE
366 WINTHROP ROAD
153 THORP SHORES ROAD
1038 MAIN STREET
233 PLAINS ROAD
OFF FOGG ROAD
10 BROWN LANE
COLONY ROAD
29 BUTMAN BLVD
260 WINTHROP ROAD
NEWTON LANE
137 MACES COTTAGE ROAD
Church Road
1096 MAIN STREET
49 GAY ROAD
517 STURTEVANT HILL ROAD
1111 MAIN STREET
14 ECHO LANE
212 P RIDGE ROAD
399 STURTEVANT HILL ROAD
11 SOUTH ROAD
60 TOUISSET POINT ROAD
36 TORSEY SHORES ROAD
2 BRANN DRIVE
81 OLD FAIRGROUNDS ROAD
OFF CHURCH ROAD
16 FALLING PINES LANE
33 QUARRY DRIVE
769 MAIN STREET
8 NORTH WAYNE ROAD
WINTHROP ROAD
WINGS MILLS ROAD
LD/QUIMBY BOG
42 WHITCOMB DRIVE
SYLVESTER LANE
860 MAIN STREET
413 GORDON ROAD
186 CHURCH ROAD
114 LUCE ROAD

3,597.96
1.87
470.08
69,278.00
994.37
882.30
802.75
410.42
1,426.04
3.48
291.09
1,990.86
433.92
3,491.25
431.41
3,482.21
265.81
282.52
1,724.83
8.35
2,265.07
744.90
2,312.28
11.47
1.52
2.82
1,870.54
168.10
1,604.76
2.03
4,536.27
1,865.95
500.68
80.06
17.70
111.63
629.18
497.69
1.06
644.91
1,697.64
383,274.00
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Balance
Due
w/ In
terest

Acct Year

76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
76AMES PETER
116 BLAKE SUZANNA
105 CHURCHILL JOHN
111 CLARK ROBERT E
JR&KRISTIE F
111 CLARK ROBERT E
JR&KRISTIE F
32 Drake, Terry
32 Drake, Terry
32 Drake, Terry
32 Drake, Terry
32 Drake, Terry
160 DUBE KAREN
160 DUBE KAREN
198 FAIRPOINT COMMUNICA
TIONS INC
159 HUTCHINSON, KRISTINA
172 KENTS HILL ORCHARD INC
187 Linton, David
187 Linton, David
175 MARANACOOK FAMILY
HEALTH SERVICES
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2006
2011
2010
2011
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2011
2012
2014
2015
2011
2014
2015
2011
2005
2006
2007
2008

162.62
331.45
355.27
313.03
293.43
46.86
41.31
42.42
50.15
43.43
37.54
31.69
22.89
63.63
1.91
37.63
36.26
524.67
412.94
448.09
439.36
413.51
24.80
24.62
2.61
110.01
82.04
302.32
284.53
37.00
431.14
442.78
492.59
426.57
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139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
139 MARANACOOK MOTORS
129 MARLIN LEASING
129 MARLIN LEASING
180 Miller, Jeffrey
180 Miller, Jeffrey
180 Miller, Jeffrey
93 MORSE PHILIP
93 MORSE PHILIP
93 MORSE PHILIP
163 PEPSICO SALES INC
163 PEPSICO SALES INC
58 READFIELD FAMILY MAR.
58 READFIELD FAMILY MAR.
58 READFIELD FAMILY MAR.
58 READFIELD FAMILY MAR.
58 READFIELD FAMILY MAR.
138THE PEPSI BOTTLING
106TOBIE DAVID
72Tripp,Michael S. & Chrystal
72Tripp,Michael S. & Chrystal
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
113VIOLETTE RONALD
25 WEATHERVANE REST.
25 WEATHERVANE REST.
25 WEATHERVANE REST.
25 WEATHERVANE REST.

2009
2010
2011
2011
2013
2012
2013
2014
2013
2014
2015
2014
2015
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2013
2014
2007
2008
2010
2011
2012
2005-1
2005-2
2006
2007
2008
2009
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total Outstanding Balances:

428.81
320.81
32.44
46.01
118.02
73.34
160.33
157.20
39.05
38.29
36.04
100.65
39.84
135.47
18.94
20.55
20.16
18.97
216.33
38.29
35.01
58.75
237.64
32.44
32.21
320.12
23.05
328.77
365.75
316.74
333.84
267.08
248.71
243.86
229.53
11944.14

fax Supplem an iate/Abairemen A
S u p p lem en tal Issued
06/07/2016
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015

Warrant #1
Warrant #2
Warrant # 2
Warrant #3

(tree growth)
(2015-16)
(2014-15)
(2015-16)

Isadore Risen
Dana & Joy Smith
Dana & Joy Smith
Jeffrey Miller

#1019
#2149
#2149
#166

$69,278.00
$ 415.84
$ 425.50
$ 790.18

V.✓

Abatements Issued
07/19/2016
06/07/2016
01/19/2016
01/19/2016
01/19/2016
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
12/29/2015
09/02/2015
12/29/2015

(tree growth)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2015-16)
(2014-15)
(2014-15)
(2013)

#R1019
#R1062
#R34
#R507
#R896
#R623
#PP198
#R1064
#R643
#PP106
#R841
#PP189
#R1880
#PP189

Isadore Risen
Edward Ross
Steve Down
Millard Harrison
Gary Graham
Robert Bittar
FairPoint
Steve Mairs
Robert Bittar
Tobie
Frederick Morgan
Dennis Bruen
Dunphrey
Dennis Bruen

■■__»

$37,788.00
$ 616.53
$ 311.00
$ 340.00
$ 821.00
$ 258.55
$ 15.30
$ 180.80
$ 151.88
$ 34.35
$ 526.13
$3,547.06
$ 486.55
$1,922.18
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March 28. 2017
Board of Selectmen
To.*.n of Readfield Maine
Readfield, Maine
We were engaged by the Town of Readfield, Maine and have audited the financial
statements of the Town of Readfield, Maine as of and for the year ended June 30 2016.
The following statements and schedules have been excerpted from the 2016 financial
statements, a complete copy of which, including our opinion thereon, is available for
inspection at the Town Office.
ncluded herein are:
S-

J

r\

Budgetary Comparison Schedule - Budgetary Basis Budget and Actual - General Fund

Schedule 1

Balance Sheet - Governmental Funds

Statement C

Statement of Revenues Expenditures and
Changes in Fund Balances - Governmental Funds

Statement E

Schedule of Departmental Operations - General Fund

Schedule A

Combining Balance Sheet - Nonmajor Governmental Funds

Schedule B

Combining Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances - Nonmajor Governmental Funds

Schedule C

Certified Public Accountants

3 Old Orchard Road, Buxton, Maine 04093
Tel: (800) 300-7705
(207} 929-4606
Fax (207) 929-4609
\v---- ilirsnnth com
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SCHEDULE 1
T O W N OF R E A D F IE LD M A INE
\

B U D G E T A R Y C O M P A R IS O N S C H E D U L E - B U D G E T A R Y BASIS
B U D G E T A N D A C T U A L - G E N E R A L FUND
FOR TH E Y E A R EN D ED JU N E 30. 2016

Budgeted Amounts
Origina
Final
Budgetary Fund Ba ance, July 1
Resources (Inflows):
Taxes:
Property Taxes
Exc se Taxes
Interest on Taxes
Total Taxes

Variance
Positive
(Negative)

Actual
Amounts

$ 2,063.616

$ 2.063,616

S 2.063,616

4,330.684
426.000
16 000
4,772.684

4,330,684
426,000
16,000
4,772,684

4.366,594
500,829
23.045
4,890.468

35,910
74,829
7,045
117,784

110.000
70.783
35,000
18,750
234.533

110,000
70,783
35,000
23,282
239,065

138,066
73,154
35.689
26,721
273,630

28,066
2,371
689
3,439
34,565

Licenses, Permits and Fees

22,950

22,950

36,988

14,038

Charges for Services:
Library
Recreation
Regional Assesments
Transfer Station
Total Charges for Services

2 075
20 766
2 388
145.598
170.827

2,075
20 766
2 388
145,598
170,827

5.519
19.948
8.970
142.453
176,890

3,444
(818)
6,582
(3.145)
6.063

2,500

2,500

3,349

24,000
9,500
7,000
5,580
10 000
19 000
75,080

24,000
9,500
7 000
5,580
10,000
19 000
75,080

26,066
10,503
79
19,379
56

7,342.190

7.346,722

7.501,024

Intergovernmental Revenues:
State Revenue Sharing
Homestead Exempt on
Local Road Assistance
Other
Total Intergovernmenta Revenues

Investment Income
Miscellaneous Revenues
Cable TV Franchise Fees
First Park
Cemeteries
Protection
Enterprise Fund
Transfers from Other Funds
Total M scellaneous Revenues
Amounts Available for Appropriation

51
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56,083

S

J

V. J

f~ \
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2.066
1,003
(6,921)
13,799
(9,944)
(19,000)
(18,997)
154.302

r \

rr-\

SCHEDULE 1 (CONTINUED)
TOWN OF READFIELD. MAINE
BUDGETARY COMPARISON SCHEDULE - BUDGETARY BASIS
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL FUND
FO RTH E YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
B udgeted A m o u n ts
O riqinal
Final

s. J

C h a rg e s to A p p ro p ria tio n s (O u tflo w s):
G eneral G o ve rn m e n t
Boards and C o m m issio n s
T ow n B uildings
C o m m u n ity S e rvices
R ecreation, P arks and A ctivities
P rotectio n
C e m e te rie s
R oads and D rainage
S olid W a s te
E d uca tion
Reg onal A s s e ssm e n ts
U nclassified
D ebt Service
Principa
interest
C apital O u tla y
T ra n sfe rs to O th e r Funds
Total C h a rg e s to A p p ro p ria tio n s

V a ria n ce
P ositive
I'Neqat ve)

A ctu a l
A m o u n ts

4 5 9 ,0 7 6
7 5 ^5
35.708
59.122
31.072
153,165
36,110
5 2 8 ,838
2 5 6 .195
3.3 2 5 .5 4 6
3 0 5 .930
88.353

4 5 9 ,0 7 6
7 ,5 ^5
35,708
59,122
31,072
153,165
36,110
547.284
2 5 6 ,195
3.3 2 5 ,5 4 6
3 0 5 ,930
74,439

4 1 7 ,2 2 9
3,284
33,598
58.354
2 6 ,544
156,173
31,532
5 2 3,876
246,281
3.3 2 5 .5 4 6
3 0 1,054
22,495

245 592
39,525
81,845

2 4 0 ,459
4 4 ,658
81,845

2 4 0,459
4 3 ,592
31,199

1.066
50,646

5.653,6 22

5 658,154

5 461 216

196 938

B u d g e ta ry Fund B a la n ce June 30

$ 1.688,568

$ 1.688,5 68

$ 2 .0 3 9 ,8 0 8

$

351,240

U tilization of U nass gned Fund B a lance
Uti zation of C o m m itte d Fund B a lance

$

$

$

$

(3 0 0 ,1 8 3 }
(74 8651
(375,0481

$

300,183
74,865
375,048

r-'N
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$

3 0 0 ,183
74,865
3 7 5 ,048

4 1 ,847
4,261
2,110
768
4 ,528
(3,008)
4 ,578
2 3 .408
9,914

.

4 .876
51,944

-

$

-

S

STATEMENT

r.

T O W N O F R E A D F IE LD , M A IN E
B A LA N C E S H E E T - G O V E R N M E N TA L FU N D S
JU N E 30. 2016

c v
Total

O ther

G overnm ents

Governmental

G eneral
Fund

Funds

F uncs

assets

C ash and ca sh e q u iva le n ts
In ve stm e n ts
A c c o u n ts recei v a b le s (net o f a low a n ce
fo r u n co lle ctib le s)
Taxes
Liens
O th e r
T ax acqu red p ro p e rty
D ue from othe r fu n d s
TO TAL ASSETS

1,663 827
123.104

$

401,958
90.371
30.562
4,047
1.175
2,3 1 5 ,0 4 4

$

S

S

37,729
19 3 ,664

5 ,465
2 3 6 ,8 5 8

S

S

1.701,5 56
3 1 6 ,768

4 0 1 ,9 5 8
90,371
30,562
4 ,047
6,64C
2.5 5 1 ,9 0 2

r\
L IA B IL IT IE S
A c c o u n ts payable
A ccru e d payrol
O th e r liabi ties
C ue to o th e r fu n d s
A ccru e d co m p e n s a te d a b se n ce s
T O T A L L IA B IL IT IE S

13410
5 S28
9 .356
5 465
28 140
62.299

S

D E F E R R E D IN F L O W S O F R E S O U R C E S
D e ferred tax re ve n u e s
P repaid taxes
T O T A L D E F E R R E D IN F L O W S O F R E S O U R C E S

1.175

-

_

-

4,767

-

1,338 523
2 ,039 808

53

4 ,047
123,570
107.346
697,238
4 ,757
1,338,5 23
2 ,275 491

123,570
107.346

-

-

2 3 5 .6 8 3

s

2 3 6 ,8 5 8

13,410
5,928
9.356
6.64C
28,140
63.47F

197.646
15.091
212.937

-

6 9 7 .238

2 ,3 1 5 044

s

-

4 047
-

$

_
_
1.175

197 846
15 091
212.S 37

FU N D B A L A N C E S
N o n s p e n d a b le T a x a cq u ire d p ro p e rty
P e rm a n e n t fu n d s prin c pal
R e s trc te d
C o m m itte d
A ss gned
U n a ssig n e d
TO TA L FUND BALAN CES
T O T A L L IA B IL IT IE S , D E F E R R E D IN F L O W S O F
R E S O U R C E S AN D F I N D B A L A N C E S

s

S

2,5 5 1 ,9 0 2

STATEMENT E
T O W N O F R E A D F IE L D M A IN E

STATEMENT OF REVENUES. EXPEND TURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
GOVERNMENTAL FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
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Other
Governmental
Funds

General
Fund
REVENUES
Taxes:
Property taxes
Excise taxes
Intergovernmental revenues
Charges for services
Miscellaneous revenues
TOTAL REVENUES

$ 4 389 639
500 S29
273.630
213.S78
59.432
5.437.408

S

Total
Governmenta
Funds
-

S

-

(768)
(7681

4,389.639
500.329
273.630
213.878
58.664
5.436.640

EXPENDITURES
Current1

Vi o'

417.229
3.284
33.598
58 354
26 544
156173
31 532
523 876
246 281
3.325.546
301.054
22.495

General government
Boards and commissions
Town bui dings
Community services
Recreation, parks and activities
Protection
Cemeteries
Roads and drainage
Solid x-aste
Education
Regions assessments
Unclassified
Debt service:
Princ pal
Interest
Capital outlay
TO TAL EXPEN D ITU RES

417.229
3.284
33.598
58.354
26.544
156.173
31.532
523.876
2^6.281
3.325.546
301.054
22.522

-

27

240.459
43.592
31.199
5.461,216

240.459
43.592
31.199
5.461.243

-

27

exc ess of reven u es o ver

(23,808)

(UNDER) EXPEN D ITU RES
O TH ER FINANCING S O U R C E S U SE S
"ransfers in
Transfers (out)
TOTAL O THER FINANCING SO U R C E S
(USES)

-

(23,808)

FUND BALA N CES - JUNE 30

S
54

2.039.808

(300)
300

(300)
300
-

(24.603)

(7 9 5 )

2.063.616

FUND BALAN CES - JU LY 1

(24.603)

-

-

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALAN CES

(795)

236.478
S

235.683

2.300.094
S

2.275.491

SCHEDULE A
TOW N OF READFIELD, MAINE
SCHEDULE OF DEPARTM ENTAL OPERAT ONS - GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
Qngina
Budge:
Fina
Variance
Budget_________ Adjustments_________ Budge:____________Actual_______ Pos tive (Negat ve
Genera GovernmentAd mini strati on
Grant writing
h sura nee
Off ce equ pment
Assess ng
Cede enforcement
Boundaries
Municipal maintenance
Heating assistance

Boards and Commissions Appeals Boa'd
Conservation Comm ssion
Planning 3oa:d

Town Bu Id ngs Fire station
Gile Hall
Lb ran,1
Maintenance buihding

Community Services An mal control
Kennebec Land “ rust
Kennebec /a ley Counc'l of Go/eTiments
L'brarv
Maranacook Lake Dam
Readfield TV
Street lights
Recreation Parks and Activit es 3each
Recreation
Reritege Days
Community Park
T rails

Protection Fire department - operations
F re department - eqt ipment
Ambulance
7 ater ho es
Tower site
Dispatching
Anrna pltysica s
Persona protection gear
Emergency ops

Cemeteries Cemeteries
L ving Fence

Roads and Dra nage Summer roads
7 inter maintenance
Vehicle maintenance
Irtertocal

$

299,370
2.500
24.650
3,505
2 ,400
28 746
2.500
74,905
,500
459.076

s

S

299 37Q
2 500
24 650
3 505
21 400
28 '46
2 500
74 905
1 500
459 076

$

278,012
1.425
30,958
3,749
l ' 538
31,156
53,681
710
417,229

$

2 ,358
.075
{6.308
(244
3,862
(2.410
2.500
2 ,224
790
4’ .347

407
4.365
2,773
7,545

407
4 365
2773
7 545

■ 0.700
13,122
5.386
-.500
35,708

10 700
18 12 2
5 385
1 500
35 '08

8,603
21.894
3,294
7

2.097
(3,572
2.092
*=.493

33,598

2 ,110

-

16.622

-

1,149
2,135
3,284

407
3.218
638
4,26'

16 622

10,131

6.49'

200

200

-

200

4,395
26 438
250
5.'17
5.500
59 12 2

4 395
26 438
250
57 7
5 500
59 122

A,325
29,429

9. DSC
9,003
19,000
306
2 ,7o :
31,072

-

-

6,745
5.724
58,354

70
(2.99L
250
(3,028
(224
768

9,060
9,000
19,000
3oe
2,700
31 072

7,476
5,922
10,107
486
2,553
26,544

,584
3,084
LO T
Cl 80;
47
4,528

84,790
13,500
22,000
500
2,000
28,000
125
2 ,do :
25:
153,165

-

84 790
13 500
22.000
500

79,210
19,945
21,434

2 000

-

28 000
125
2 000
250
153 165

1,465
27,944
6,175
153,173

5.580
(6,445)
563
500
535
56
125
(4,175)
250
(3,008)

29.110
“ ,000
36.110

-

29.110
7.000
36.110

28,812
2,720
31.532

298
4,280
4.578

247,950
230,500
18,000
2,388
528, B38

-

247.950
200 500
36 446
2 338
547 234

226,330
260,422
29,285
7,539
523,376

2' ,320
78
7,161

-

'8 446
'8 446

55

-

-

(5,1 5 1)

23 408

Vfcn—'
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SCHEDULE A ('CONTINUED.
TOW N O F R E A D F IE L D MAINE
SCHEDULE OF DEPARTM ENTAL OPERATIONS - GENERAL FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 2016
B jd ge t
Adjustments

Original
Budae:
Capita Outlay Equipment
Fairgrounds athletic fields
Transfer stat on
Maranacook Dam

S o le w a ste Transfer stat on
Backhoe

Education R SU 43
Playground

<

J

Regional Assessments Cobbossee Vfatershed District
Kennebec Coun-y tax
Rrst Park

Unclass tied Ahalementsfa. erlay
Non-profits
Reva uat on
Readfelo enterprise fund
Contigency
Sncwmobi ing
Genera assistance

TOTAL DEPARTM EN TAL O PERA TIO N S

S

Posit

.Neoativs:

7.200
3.545
38.500
23.500
81 845

7.20C
8.645
38.00C
28.000
81 345

4,000
4,474
' 4V30
7,995
31,' 99

3,230
4/ 7-|
23,270
23,035
50,646

253 595
2.500
256.195

253 aSa
2.600
256.195

243,832
2,449
245,281

9,763
1 51
9,914

3,324 451
1.095
3,325.543

3,324 45
1.095
3,325 546

3,324,451
1,095
3,325,546

' 9,825
260,000
26,’ 05
3:5,930

Debt Semite Principal
Interest

Actual

-

245,592
39,525
285,' 17

(5. 133;
5. 133

' 9,063
7/ 44
5,000
' 0,000
50,000
1,436
4.710
88,353

4,532

5.653,622

-

-

-18,4461
-

f'l 3,9141
$

4,532

0K

56

$

-

' 9,825
260.000
26/ 05
305.930

19,82'
256,103
25,130
301,054

4
3,897
975
4,876

240,459
44,658
285 17

240,459
43,592
284.05'

1,006
1.006

'4,595
7,144
5.000
■ 0,000
31,554
1,436
4,710
74.439

14,056
6.144

5.658/ 54

-

539
1,000
5,000
' 0,000
31,554

1,436
859
22.495

3,851
51,944

-

$

5,461,2-6

$

•96,938

S C H E D U LE B

TOWN CF READFIELD, MAINE
C O M B IN IN G B A LAN C E S H E E T - N O N M A JO R G O V E R N M E N T A L FU N D S
JU N E 30, 2016
S pec al
R evenue
Funds
A S S E TS
Cash and cash equiva ents
Investm ents
Due from other fu n d s
TOTAL ASSETS

3

LIAB L T ES
A ccounts payable
Due to o th e r funds
T O T A L LIA B ILITIE S

37,729
193.664
698
232.091

S
4 .7 6 7
4 767

S

S

$

3

s

4,767

S

4 767

V 175
1.175

123,570
107346

123,570
107.346

-

-

-

4.767

-

-

230 916

235,683

232,091

$

\

C V

-

1,175
1,175

4,7 O"7

s*. w

37,729
193.664
5.465
236,858

S

$

FU N D B A LA N C E S
N onspendab e - pr nc pa
R estricted
C om m itted
A ssigned
U nassiqned
T O T A L FUND BA LAN C E S
T O T A L L IA B ILIT IE S AN D FUND
B A LA N C E S

Total N onm ajor
G overnm ental
Funds

P erm anent
Funds

S

s*. w

236.858

V. J
SCHEDULE C
TOW N OF READFIELD MAINE
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND C HANG ES IN FUND
BALANCES - NONMAJOR G O VERNM ENTAL FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2016
S p e c ia l

Revenue

P e rm a n e n t

Funds

Funds

r %
V. J

T o ta N o n m a jc r
G o ve rn m e n ta l
Funds

r \

REVENUES
n v e stm e n t n co m e , net of u n re alize d
g a in s / (to s s e s )
M iscel a n e c u s
T O T A L RE’ ENUES

$

-

$

-

(1.593)
825
; 763)

S

(1,593)
825
(768)

EXPENDITURES
O ther
T O T A L E X P E N D IT U R E S

-

27
27

27
27

■

! 795)

(795)
(300)
300
("95)

■

EXCESS OF RE ENUES OVER
(UNDER) EXPENDITURES
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES . _ SES)
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES

-

(300)
300
-

N E "C H A N G E IN FUND BALANCES

-

;795)

T r a n s fe r s in
T r a n s fe r s i out

-

FUND BALANCES - JULY 1

4,767

FUND BALANCES - JUNE 30

$

57

4,767

231 711
$

230,916

236 478
S

235 683

B To: Kristin Parks, resident o f the Town o f Readfield, in the County o f Kennebec, State o f Maine
GREETINGS:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants o f the
Town of Readfield in said county and state, qualified by law to vote in town affairs, to meet at the
Town Hall in said Town on Tuesday, the 13th day o f June, A.D. 2017, at eight o’clock in the fore
noon, then and there to act upon Article 1 and by secret ballot on Articles 2 through 42 as set out be
low, the polling hours therefor to be from 8 o’clock in the forenoon until 8 o’clock in the afternoon,
said articles being the following:

C
T
'
—■

'w
O
— —

r\
r\

Article 1: Elect a moderator to preside at said meeting and to vote by written ballot.
A rticle 2 :
ct one Select Board members for three year terms:
Elect
Price, Dennis
Write in:
Elect
Sneed, Thomas
Write in:
Elect
Woodford, Adam
Write in:
Elect
Write in:
Elect
Write in:
Elect
Write in:
Article 3 : Shall the Town vote to confirm the term for Select Board elected on this day and at subse
quent elections as being from the day o f election until the day o f the next election, effective 90 days
from this vote?
Article 4 : Shall the Town o f Readfield vote to allow the Select Board to establish Salaries and or
Wages of town officers and employees, not elsewhere established, for the period July 1, 2017 through
June 30, 2018?
Article 5 : Shall the Town vote to fix September 29,2017 or thirty days after the taxes are commit
ted, whichever is later, and February 28,2018 as the dates o f each o f which one-half o f the property
taxes are due and payable, and as the dates from which interest will be charged on any unpaid taxes at
a rate of 7% per year, which is the State rate pursuant to Title 36 MRSA, 505.4?

c v

Article 6 : Shall the Town vote to authorize the Tax Collector to Pay Interest at a rate o f 3% ,
which is lower than the State Rate o f 7% , from the date o f overpayment, on any taxes paid and later
abated pursuant to Title 36 MRSA, § 506 & 506A?
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Article 8: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $458,085 for the General Government for
Administration, Insurance, Office Equipment, Assessing, CEO/LPI/BI, Grant Writing and Heat
ing Assistance budget category for the following budget lines with Grant Writing and Heating As
sistance unexpended balances to be carried forward?
Assessing
$ 24,655
CEO/LPEBI
$ 36,505
Grant Writing/Planning Ser. $ 4,000
Heating Assistance
$ 1,500
Select Board recommends: yes Budget Committee recommends: yes
Municipal Administration
Insurance
Office Equipment

$259,945
$128,130
$ 3,350

Article 9: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $169,895 for the Municipal Maintenance
budget category?
General Maintenance
$ 83,825
Building Maintenance
$ 29,470
Vehicles Maintenance
$ 46,600
Interlocal W ork
$ 10,000
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 10: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $9,300 for the Boards and Commissions
budget category for the following budget lines, with unexpended balance o f the Conservation budget
line carried forward?
Appeals Board
$
100
Conservation Commission
$ 7,750
Planning Board
$ 1,450
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 11: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $57,135 for the Community Services budget
category for the following budget lines, with the unexpended balance o f the Library budget line carried
forward?
Age Friendly Initiatives
Animal Control
$ 11,420
$ 2,000
Kennebec Land Trust
250
KVCOG
$ 4,295
$
Library Services
$ 26,090
Readfield TV
$ 6,830
250
Street Lights
Maranacook Lake Dam
$
$ 6,000
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 12: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $40,486 for the Recreation, Parks and Ac
tivities budget category for the following budget lines with any unexpended balances to be carried for
ward?
Beach
$ 10,561
$ 9,142
Recreation
$ 10,000
Trails
$ 2,483
Heritage Days
Millstream Dam Project
$ 8,300
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
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Article 7; To see if the Town will vote to authorize the municipal officers, If an Article Fails, to
spend an amount not to exceed 3/12 of the budgeted amount in each operational budget category that
the town is legally obligated to pay, o f the last year’s approved budgeted amount during the period July
1, 2017 to October 1, 2017?

Article 13: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $180,875 for the Protection Department
budget category for the following budget lines with any unexpended balances to carry forward with the
exception of the Ambulance Service, Dispatching and Emergency Operations Plan lines?
Operations Fire Department $ 87,650
Fire Dept. Equipment
$ 8,000
Ambulance Service
500
Waterholes
$ 25,400
$
Tower Sites
Dispatching
$ 27,000
$ 30,200
125
Personal Protective Gear
Annual Physicals
$
Replacement $ 2,000
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 14: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $16,050 for the Cemetery Materials & Ser
vices budget category, with any unexpended balances to carry forward?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 15: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $373,950 for the Roads & Drainage budget
category for the following budget lines with any unexpended balance to be carried forward for the Sum
mer Roads budget?
Summer Road Maintenance $117,500
Winter Road Maintenance
$256,450
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes

N. J

r\
V.J

Article 16: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $260,812 for the Capital Improvements
budget category for the following budget lines with all accounts to be carried forward?
Roads
$ 15,000
Equipment
$ 5,000
Gile Hall
$ 24,000
Parks/Recreation
$ 7,762
Transfer Station
$ 39,050
Maranacook Lake Dam
$125,000
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 17: Shall the Town vote to appropriate $45,000 from the Summer Roads reserve account as a
potential grant match for a sidewalk project to be considered at a future Town Meeting, to improve safe
ty and access on Church Road?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes

r \

c v

Article 18; Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $282,576 for the Solid W aste Department
budget category with all accounts to be earned forward?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 19; Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $317,600 for the Regional Assessments
budget category for the following budget lines which the town are legally bound to pay9
Cobbossee Watershed
$ 22,000
Kennebec County Tax
$270,000
First Park
$ 25,600
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 20: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $328,824 for the Debt Service budget catego
ry for the following budget lines which the town are legally bound to pay?
2015 Fire Truck Bond/Lease $ 56,857
2013 Road & Bridge Bond $109,117
2008 Road & Bridge Bond $ 162,850
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
60

Article 21: Shall the Town vote to appropriate the amount equal to that paid to the Town by the State
(based on snowmobile registrations) for the Readfield Blizzard Busters Snowmobile Club to be used

for trail creation, maintenance and grooming?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 22: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $1,441 for the Cen
tral Maine Agency on Aging/Cohen Center/Senior Spectrum?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes

__“

Article 23: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $1,000 for the Fam
ily Violence Agency?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes

7.__

Article 24: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $2,250 for the Cour
tesy Boat Inspection Program to the Maranacook Lake Association for $1,500 and the Torsey Pond
Association for $750 on Maranacook Lake and Torsey Pond?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 25: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $910 for the Sexual
Assault Agency?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 26; Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $231 for the 30 Mile
River Association?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 27: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the requested amount of $5,000 for contin
ued restoration of the Readfield Union Meeting House?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 28: Shall the Town vote to appropriate $10,000 for the Readfield Enterprise Fund budget

category with any balance to be carried forward?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 29: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $10,000 for a Real Estate Property Reval
uation with any unexpended balance to carry forward?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 30: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate $4,650 for the General Assistance budget

category?
Select Board recommends: yes

'— Budget Committee recommends: yes

Article 31: Shall the Town vote to appropriate funds not to exceed $5,000 to cover Overdrafts from

the Unassigned Fund Balance?
Select Board recommends: yes

Budget Committee recommends: yes

Article 32: Shall the Town vote to authorize Expenditure of Revenues from Federal, State, Local

and private sources (including user fees), in those c a lo rie s for which the revenue was intended (if no
use is identified, the funds shall be deposited with the General Fund), in addition to the amounts ap
propriated previously in these articles?

^ * \'

Article 33: Shall the Town vote to appropriate the following Estimated Revenues to reduce the 2017

\vy\ ( \'ov/n M o o t i n g V /o

Tax Commitment?
State Revenue Sharing
Interest on Investments
Homestead Exempt. Reimbursement
BETE Reimbursement
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes
Newsletter
Other Income
Plumbing fees
Dog License Fees
Cable Television Fees
Recreation Income
Protection
Interlocal
Transfer Station
Snowmobile (State reimb.)

$135,000
$ 3,000
$184,330
$ 9,161
$460,000
250
$
500
$
$ 5,000
$ 1,500
$ 26,000
$ 10,561
$ 25,000
$ 10,000
$181,636
940
$

Interest on Property Taxes
$ 20,000
Veterans Exemption
$ 3,200
Tree Growth Reimbursement
$ 9,800
Boat Excise Taxes
$ 7,500
Agent Fees
$ 9,500
Certified Copy Fees
$ 1,300
Heating
$ 1,500
Land Use Permit Fees
$ 6,000
Library Revenue
$ 2,080
Beach Income
$ 9,142
Mill Stream Dam/Factory Sq
$ 2,079
Local Roads
$ 35,000
Transfer Station Capital
$ 10,975
First Park
$ 10,000
Readfield Enterprise Fund
$ 10,000
General Assistance (State reimb.) $ 2.325
Total
$1,193,279
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 34: Shall the Town vote to appropriate the following Designated Funds to reduce the 2017 Tax

Commitment?
Parks/Recreation Capital
Conservation
Fire Dept. Physicals
Heritage Days
Mill Stream Dam Project

Select Board recommends: yes

$ 2,762
$ 7,050
125
$
5,000
$
$ 6,221

Cemetery Trust Fund
Fire Dept. Equipment
Gile Hall Capital
Maranacook Dam Capital
Recreation
Transfer Station Capital

$ 4,000
$ 20,000
$ 24,000
$ 45,660
$ 5,000
$ 20.000
Total $139,818

Budget Committee recommends: yes

Article 35: Shall the Town vote to authorize the Select Board to expend up to Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000) from the Unassigned Fund Balance (General Fund), in the aggregate for one or

more purposes, to meet contingencies that may occur during the ensuing fiscal year?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 36: Shall the Town vote to appropriate $187,731 from the Unassigned Fund Balance to re
duce the total tax commitment?
Select Board recommends: yes
Budget Committee recommends: yes
Article 37 : To see if the Town will vote to enter into an inter-local agreement in partnership with the

Town of Fayette and Wayne for the use and operation of the Readfield Transfer Station.
Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

38;
39;
40;
41:
42;

Meeting?

Shall the Town vote to amend the Administrative Ordinance, and be enacted?
Shall the Town vote to amend the Land Use Ordinance, and be enacted?
Shall the Town vote to accept and adopt the language in the Board of Appeals Ordinance?
Shall the town vote to accept and adopt the language in the P.A.C.E Ordinance?
Should the Town continue to use the Secret Ballot process for the 2018 Annual Town
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I'o w n D ir e c t o r y
Mon. & Tues. 8:30 am-4:30 pm, Wed. 12:00 pm-6:00 pm
andFri. 7:30 am-3:30 pm. (207)685-4939 Fax:(207)685-3420
E-mail: readfield@roadrunner.com Web Site: www.readfield.govoffice.com
On Line Services available on our website for Tax Payments,
Registration of Automobiles, Snowmobiles, ATV’s, Boats & Dogs.
Mon. 6:00 pm-8:00 pm, Wed. 2:00 pm-8:00 pm,
Thurs. 10:00 am- 12:00 pm, Sat. 10:00 am-4:00 pm (207)685-4089
Tues., Wed. & Fri. 11:00 am-6:00 pm,
Sat. 8:00 am-4:00 pm

(207)685-3144
Anna Carll: (207)622-6404 or acarll@ readfieldmaine.org

If it is emergency and can not wait, please call the State Police at (207)624-7076.
(207)685-3421 Leave a voice mail
Gary Quintal: Tues., 8:30 am -1:30 pm, W ed., 12 noon-6:00 pm and Thurs.
by appointment from 8:30 am -1:30 pm (207)685-3290 Call ahead! readfield.ceo@roadrunner.com
Kristin Parks: (207)685-4939 readfield@roadrunner.com
Harry McKenney: (207)485-1960
Teresa Shaw: (207)685-4939 readfield.finance@roadrunner.com
Lee Mank: On Call (207)685-8187 or (207)458-9495 m ank125@ aol.com
Nancy O ’Toole: (207)685-4089 readfieldlibrarian@readfield.lib.me.us
Bruce Chandler: (207)751-4924 readfield.maint@ne.twcbc.com
Carrie Knight, Chair: (207)332-6522
Robin Lint: (207)685-4939

read-

field, clerk@roadrunner.com

Eric Dyer: (207)685-4939 or (207)242-5437 readfield.tmgr@roadrunner.com
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